
Mancunian codehouse Ocean has long been derided for its hit 
factory image and catalogue of underprogrammed, over-licensed 
software. Edge meets internal development team, Tribe, for the 
lowdown on its first wave of grown-up interactive entertainment 
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CeBIT show in Hannover (left ), Saturn tu rn s white (top right) , Vlrtua Fighter 3 (above) 
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The latest news from the world of interactive entertainment 

Sega and Sony in 
As each company 
boasts about its 
performance, who 
is telling fibs? 

r 

Sega•s new Satum pad 
retains the same style 
thumbpad, prefened by 
beat 'em up fans 

sales figures fracas 
ega has dealt another blow to 
arch rival Sony in its domestic 
market. On 22 March the 

company released a remodelled 
Japanese Saturn complete with an 
impressively low retail price of ¥20,000 
(£130) - a figure exactly half the price 
of when the console was launched 
eighteen months ago. It's expected this 
new model Saturn won't make it to the 
UK until at least the autumn. 

The machine, which now comes 
adorned with an off-white livery, marks 
a subtle redesign, and it seems likely 
the bulk of the change has occurred 
under the casing with an optimisation 
of the notoriously expensive chipset 
saving on manufacturing costs. The 
cosmetic improvements are certainly 
noticeable, though, the older grey unit 
looking mundane by comparison. 

The most significant aspect of this 
strategy is the fact that Sega has 
undercut the price of Sony's 
PlayStation by ¥4,800 (£30). However, 

Sony's own package includes 
an extra controller and 

memory card - a bundling 
exercise targeted almost 

solely at the release of 
Namco's Tekken 2 due 
to hit the Tokyo 
streets shortly. 

Sega's official 
Japanese sales pitch 

is that it expects to 
reach an installed base 

o million Saturns by the end of the 
year, with ambitious claims of sales of 
a further 2.5 million machines between 

- ----~-_.,,,......_---· -~--

The rede ngly low 
price of ¥20,000 (£125), potentially assuring a huge market for Sega 

now and next March. According to the 
Nikkei daily newspaper, Sega's market 
share increased from 12 percent in 
1994 to 32 percent in 1995. By 
contrast Nintendo's market share was 
estimated to have fallen from 75 
percent to 33 percent. 

In the UK, Saturn sales have 
undoubtedly been less impressive, with 
only the jostling of software titans VF2, -+ 



The crazed Japanese games-buying publlc bought 
vast numbers of the new Saturn In late March, most 
shifting from games shops In Aklhabara (above) 

The UK PlayStatlon 
market Is a success In 
most retallers eyes. 
Whlle Sega may clalm 
supremacy, the reallty Is 
there are more 
PlayStatlons In players' 
homes than Satums 

-+ Sega Rally and Virtua 
Cop strengthening 
the Saturn offensive. 
Despite this, Sega 
UK's marketing 
department recently 
broke from a period 
of silence claiming to 
have outsold Sony in 
the UK market. 'Two 
weeks ago the gap 
was down to just 38 
machines,' commented Sega's 
European marketing boss, Andy Mee. 
'We and our dealers are confident 
enough to say we have not only closed 
that gap but have reversed the 
position. Sony spent £5 million 
supporting the PlayStation; now that 
their marketing hype has died down, 
the market is being driven by product 
and games portfolio.' 

Recent Gallup figures that had 
placed Saturn just two points behind 
PlayStation were apparently based on 
sales of both machines over week-on
week sales, and not an accurate 

depiction of the 
total installed 
base. In fact, 
Sony are 
adamant that a 
stock shortage of 
PlayStations 
during that 
period has 
distorted what is 
actually a 

£ :Z.Z news 

considerable PlayStation lead. 
Sony suggests 'a generous 
estimate ' of how many 
Saturns have sold-through 
would be around 70,000. The 
company maintains 160,000 
PlayStations have already 
been purchased in the UK. 

Outraged by Sega's 
claim, Sony has reacted by suggesting 
an independent adjudication to be 
overseen by UK games trade paper, 
CTW. Sega's European marketing boss, 
Andy Mee, told CTW, 'We never said we 
had sold more than Sony - we admit 
they may have sold more units 
than us.' Unsurprisingly, the 
company declined to take 
part in the audit. 

Sega also 
accused Sony of 
'stealing' an idea -
bundling three games 
with its PlayStation for 
exclusive distribution 
through Dixons. Previously, Dixons had 
only stocked PlayStations in 50 stores 
across the UK, but Sega's success 
with its triple game bundle obviously 
proved to be a strategy that could be 
adapted to Sony's console, too, which 
now comes with Tekken, Jumping Flash 
and Ridge Racer for £380. 

In the US, the numbers are 
more significant but the story is the 
same. In the autumn of 1995, Sony 
was eager to publicise PlayStation's 
awesome early sales figures (100,000 
sales in the first weekend it was 
available). Meanwhile Sega, whose 
surprise US Saturn launch in May was 
less than successful, kept quiet about 

Who is it? 
This puerile comedian, 
made famous by early 
eighties madcap 
sitcom, The Young Ones, 
has previously been 
involved in videogame 
advertising. He will 
now personally star in his 
first videogame - as the 
voice of the villain 

- 7 
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it is ... 
Rik Mayall, also famous 
for his role in nineties 
madcap sitcom, Bottom, 
and the superb Filthy, 
Rich and Catflap in 1986. 
The game is Merit 
Studio's forthcoming Bud 
Tucker in Double Trouble. 
Rik also starred in the 
1992 Nintendo SNES ads 

numbers until after the winter holiday 
period. This led to a perception that the 
PlayStation was murdering Saturn, in 
terms of numbers of units sold. 

According to SCEA, it sold 800,000 
PlayStations by the end of 1995. Sega 
sold just half that number of Saturns. 
And according to TNPD, a generally 
respected US report, the Saturn went 
from having a 58% share of the 32bit 
hardware market in August, 1995, to 
having just a 12% stake in September 
(versus 83% for the PlayStation). By 
December, Saturn's share had 
increased slightly, while the 
PlayStation's share had decreased. But 
still, the year-end totals gave 27% of 
the 32bit market share to Saturn, and 
62% to PlayStation, according to the 
US figures. (Incidentally, the 3DO 
Company sold a total of 1%, while Atari 
had sold, statistically, 0% of total units 
during this same period.) 

In the 32bit realm, therefore, 
Sony appears to have enjoyed a 

{Ex) president of SCEA, Marty Homllsh, oversaw the US PlayStation 
push for Just two months by which time it had 'sold' 800,000 units 

commanding victory over Sega, 
especially since the PlayStation was 
only available in the last third of 1995. 
But this (approximate) two-to-one ratio 
is considerably less than the 'total 
market domination' hyped by the likes 
of Sony's former-boss Marty Homllsh, 
who declared in an interview in Edge's 
sister mag, Next Generation, 'we 
believe we are outselling our 
competitors by a five-to-one ratio.· 

And, throughout the start of 1996, 
the availability of exclusive 
titles for the Saturn, like VF2, and the 
systems' price parity has led to what is 
approximately a one-to-one selling ratio 
between Saturn and PlayStation 
(according to an informal survey of 
videogame retailers conducted by Next 

Sony lost market share to Satum In the 
UK and US after Christmas because of 
a shortage of must-have titles 

Generation). Indeed, the surprising 
surge in Saturn sales during the last 
months of 1995 and the start of 1996 
has actually caused many analysts to 
re-evaluate the Saturn's current status 
and its performance in 1995. 

While Nintendo's Howard Lincoln 
(an admittedly biased source), 
estimates only 150,000 to 200,000 
Saturns had been sold in the US at the 
end of 1995, against 500,000 
PlayStations (a figure agreeing with the 
US data), Ted Lannon of Fairfield 
Research, quoted in the March issue of 
US trade paper Computer 
Entertainment News, claims the figures 
for Sony and Sega in North America are 
much closer. Lannon estimates the 
number of PlayStations sold to be 
569,000, with the current Saturn figure 
at 474,000 - far closer than previous 
estimates, or the TNPD data, suggest. 

So what does it all mean? First, it's 
obvious that not all the data concurs. 
Fairfield's research shows the same 
trends as the NPD Group's, but without 
definitive confirmation from the 
principal companies, there will always 
be differences in estimates. 

More importantly, it indicates that 
Sega could be doing far better in the 
32bit race than previously thought, and 
that a strong software surge through 
the latter half of 1996, combined with 
any slip-ups on Sony's part, could flip 
their relative positions quite rapidly. 
Throw in the new Saturn price drop and 
the 'promised' launch of Nintendo 64, 
and it is clear to see that the race for 
next generation dominance is far £ 
from over. 

So why lie? 
While both Sega and 
Sony provided sales 
figures throughout the 
winter holiday, both 
figures were 'sell-in' 
numbers {the number of 
systems sent to stores). 
What has not been 
released is the far more 
important 'sell-through' 
figure (the number of 
systems actually 
purchased by 
consumers). And 
discovering the actual 
numbers is extremely 
difficult. 

Why? The only people 
who really know the sell
through numbers are the 
hardware companies 
themselves - and in the 
US they're not talking. 
First and foremost, no 
company wants to give 
its competition valuable 
information with which it 
could restructure its 
marketing campaign. 
Second, no company 
wants to admit it has 
missed its target sales 
figures (which are set 
bullishly high). Third, no 
one wants to set a 
precedent of being open 
with its numbers, in case 
it has to try and hide a 
downturn in the future. 
But most importantly, 
videogame hardware 
battles are often won or 
lost on the basis of 
perceived momentum. 
The decision made by a 
developer to support a 
platform is based on its 
perception of how 
successful the platform is 
going to be 18 months 
down the line. In turn, 
the decision to support 
the platform will have a 
positive affect on its 
likelihood of success. It's 
a chicken and egg 
situation that the 
industry unfortunately 
has to live with. 
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Super chips blamed 
Nintendo concede 
their 64bit 
machine is having 
launch troubles 

G) 

Super Marlo 64 and 
Pllotwlngs 64 will 
spearhead the 
Japanese N84 launch 

for N64's delay 
ollowing surmises to the effect 
in E31, Nintendo has confirmed 
another delay in its Nintendo 

64 strategy, pushing the 64bit 
console's Japanese launch date back 
to 23 June. 

In a joint statement issued by NoA, 
president Mlnoru Arakawa and 
chairman Howard Lincoln revealed the 
company's Japanese headquarters had 
made the decision. 'In Japan today, 
NCL announced they would begin pre-

selling and 
advertising 
Nintendo 64 on 
April 21 with 
shipments to 
start on June 23. 
The reason for 
this slight delay 
is two-fold: there 
have been supply 
limitations on the 
chips because 
we are using 
state-of-the-art 
technology which 
only an SGl

licensed foundry can produce; and Mr 
Miyamoto has requested an extra few 
weeks to fine tune his already 
spectacular software.' 

Only too aware of the growing 
discontent among gamers across the 

Super Mario 64, PilotWings 64 and, 
surprisingly, Habu Nanakano no Saikyo 
Habu Shogi. The latter title, produced 
by Japanese company Seta (whose 
previous games include the popular 
SNES racing games F1 Exhaust Heat 1 
and 2), is a shogi (a Japanese variant 
of chess) simulation featuring 
Yoshihari Habu, a renowned shogi 
player in his homeland. There are no 
plans to release the game in the West, 
and its inclusion in the line-up hints at 
desperation on the part of Nintendo - it 
would surely have preferred to launch 
with a game featuring an established 
character - Kirby, for example - had 
one been ready. 

Doubts over development delays 
have been strengthened by a newly 
formed relationship between Nintendo 
and The Nichimen Graphics 
Corporation of Japan. According to 
Japanese newspaper, Nihon Keizai 
Shimbum, the company has been 
drafted in to reduce development time 
by up to 50%, an achievement made 
possible by Nichimen's vast 3D 
experience (it has produced a wide 
array of powerful modelling tools). 
Edge understands Nichimen has 
dispatched three engineers to NCL's 
Kyoto-based HQ, where they will 
provide technical support to developers 
working on Nintendo 64 projects. 

These rather ropey screenshots, taken from the internet, show Acclaim's Turok: 
Dinosaur Hunter for N84. The motion of the character is currently disappointing 

globe, the statement added, 'Needless 
to say, we're thrilled about Nintendo 
64. We've carefully followed the 
progress of the software, and there is 
no doubt in our minds that it will, quite 
simply, blow away the competition, 
starting at E3 in May.' 

Nintendo also confirmed the three 
games which will appear at launch -

In other N64 developments, 
Acclaim has released early shots from 
its Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, a game 
licensed from the American comic book 
of the same name. One of the first 
third party games to be announced for 
the system, it currently looks slightly 
rough, despite its lengthy £ 
gestation period. 

What is it? 
Sony recently supplied 
this long-running 
television show with a 
batch of PlayStations so 
that restless programme 
guests could play the 
likes of Tekken and Total 
NBA while waiting to 
perform to a gaggle of 
screaming teenagers 

Titus denies 
N64 license 
Following an internet 
posting claiming that 
Titus has signed up 
as a member of the 
Nintendo 64 Dream 
Team, the French 
software publisher has 
denied any involvement 
with the machine. 

It was suggested that 
Titus - whose previous 
releases include numerous 
minor-scale 16bit console 
and computer titles - is 
preparing an N64 update 
of the old ST/Amiga 
driving game, Crazy Cars, 
and is also working on at 
least one other project, 
its intention being a full 
unveiling at E3 in May. 

The motives behind 
Titus' denial are not yet 
clear, and Edge expects 
the company to follow up 
with an official line 
concerning the confusion. 
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Sega's new seven
storey theme park 
has interactivity 
as its main thrust 

it is ... 
Top of the Pops, BBC 1 's 
music show. Apparently, 
porky Take That has
been Robbie Williams 
drove around a Ridge 
Racer course backwards. 
No wonder BMG were 
so keen to keep hold of 
this natural and 
humorous entertainer 

SegaWorld promises a 
mixture of all-round 
entertainment, from 
rides to arcade games 

alternate reality 
illed as the world's largest 
'futuractive' indoor theme park, 
SegaWorld, situated in 

London's Trocadero centre, is 
scheduled for an August opening. 

The park, which cost £45m to 
develop, takes up seven floors of 
Piccadilly Circus's entertainment 
complex and will have a capacity of 
around 3,000 visitors at a time. The 
entry price has not yet been finalised, 
but Sega is talking about charging 
between £10 and £15 per person. 

SegaWorld features six main rides 
dispersed over six themed zones -
Sports Arena, Flight Deck, Race Track, 
The Carnival, Sega Kids and Combat 
Zone. The rides, which cost around $1 
billion to research and develop, all 
have interactive elements which 
means, as Sega asserts, 'each visitor 
will have a totally unique experience 
and no two visits to the attraction will 
ever be the same.' 

Two of the rides - Beast in 
Darkness and Aqua Planet - are totally 
unique to SegaWorld. The first is a kind 
of ghost train ride, but with unspecified 
interactive elements, the second is a 
'motion based 30 undersea 
experience' which, apparently, is so 
realistic test riders held their breath 
thinking they had really been 
immersed in water. 

On Aqua Planet, as with another of 
the six rides, Space Mission, visitors 

wear Mega Visor Displays, 
on to which a virtual reality 
image is projected. · 
According to Sega, 'On a 
moving ride linked to the 
projected images, the 
visitor can interact with the 
images, feeling totally 
immersed in the 
surrounding.' Effectively 
this means that, when 

looking left, the MVD displays the 
scenery as such, as is the case when 
looking up. Furthermore, when 
participants look down, they will see 
their clothes transformed into a space 
suit or diving costume - depending, of 
course, on the ride they're in. 

The last three rides are Ghost Hunt 
(a sit-in taxi ride where passengers can 

This CG rendered model shows the 
architectural design of SegaWorld, in all 
Its full, garish, metallic glory 

use laser guns to fire at ghosts on a 
30 screen), Mad Bazooka (dodgems, 
but with each cart equipped with a ball
firing bazooka - scores are given on 
hits for and against) and Sega's AS1 
Simulator. Various top-end Sega arcade 
machines will also be placed around 
each zone, but Sega are not keen to 
specify which. 

Each visit to SegaWorld will 
apparently take around 4 hours, 
although visitors are welcome to stay 
longer. The layout is a kind of anti
clockwise spiral. To begin with, visitors 
are transported to the top floor via a 
'rocket escalator' and then go down 
floor by floor. Not surprisingly, a Sega 
retail outlet will also be on location. 

Sega hopes each ride's combination 
of motion simulation, virtual reality and 
'the latest in computer graphics 
technology' will go toward attracting at 
least 1.75 million visitors in the first 
year of business. Furthermore, with an 
eye on longevity, the company stresses 
each ride will be updated on a regular 
basis and that one major attraction will 
be added every year. 

For more information about 
SegaWorld, there is a web site at 
http:/ /www.segaworld.com, which 
carries press releases and a £ 
small description of each ride. 

Although not confirmed, 
It Is highly likely Vlrtua 
Rghter 3 wlll be present 
In SegaWorld arcades 
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New softs prolific at 
PlayStation show 

• • 

based on popular anime series 
Macross), it proved an entertaining title 
in its own right. 

SNK's PlayStation conversions of 
Samurai Spirits and King Of Fighters 
'95 affirmed the company's beat 'em 

up inclinations, and 
fans of the theme were 
also treated to 
Capcom's Vampire: 
Night Warriors. 

accompaniment of a troupe of zomt:,jes 
c,nd proved ample vi l'}dication of the ' 

company's" change of1 irectii:>n after 
ount ess on, 0n-one fighting games. 

Among the ~ untleSS,, small-fry 
developli-s clo~_!pg up the \ Xl'l ibitions ' 
we hallsl other notables could be ' \ 

foU~d in tl'ie form of Ta)<~ra showing 
Choro Q, Banp\ esto (~ith! the Virtu al 0 

• O\ esque Megatuao) and 'l<onami 
(wt:lose ' layStatidr;i update

1
of Snatcher 

proved popular). . ( 
~ayStatior;i Expo 96 wa~ a telljng 

event, illustrating that th~ 3:2bit 
software sce~e is becomin~ as stifle,d 

ith average~titles 'as the 16.tyit 
equivalent ~ . beft re it. It also 

emonsnated Sony's own problems: 
the 16 months since the machine' 

launch, its in-hoil'se developm$ t 
facility has yet to bear one si~gle triple-
A g, ade product, 'leaving ttle likes of 

• Nam"co to carryt.he flag foF the- ~ 
f t in th·e, forese,eable future. '(5 

• • • 

Sony plays host 
to yet another 
dedicated 
software event 
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The 64bit 
partnership that 
never officially 
was, has ended 

for Sega and M2 
landestine talks between Sega 
and Matsushita concerning the 
latter's M2 technology have 

broken down. 
Whispers of Sega's interest in the 

technology were circulating before 
Matsushita bought the rights from a 

1 mt•(I .,~Flo~~~~:!~~~~::.,. 
.. when Matsushita took 

over, more focused 
rumours sprang up to the 

effect that the electronics giant was 
holding talks with Sega with a view to 
licensing M2 technology to them. Both 
companies have consistently denied 
rumours of a possible collaboration, 
but Sega took consignment of an M2 
prototype for analysis early this year -
giving weight to continued speculation. 

There are two reasons why the 
covert talks collapsed. First of all, Edge 
has learned Sega wanted to be the 
sole M2 brand, which would have 
contravened Matsushita 's hopes of 
setting up M2 as a standard with 
several other hardware companies on 
board. Secondly, although Sega 
technicians were reportedly impressed 
with M2, they were not sufficiently 
awestruck to warrant its immediate 
implementation. 

Meanwhile, 3DO software 
development for M2 goes ahead at 
pace, despite some initial difficulties. A 
source close to the M2 project told 
Edge, 'To begin with, Studio 3DO 
developers found M2's workstation-like 
architecture tough to deal with in terms 

of maximising performance, etc.' 
However, it is known that one of the 
more able developers, working in 
conjunction with the internal graphics 
experts, has designed a low level 3D 
engine specifically for M2. Edge's 
source was full of praise for this new 
engine, which is being used in an 
unnamed driving game. 'You've got to 

see it to believe it, 
It's as big a leap in 
graphics 
performance from 
the 32bit games as 
you could imagine. 
All I can say about -+ 

Now talks have broken 
down between Sega (AM3 
development bulldlng, 
left) and Matsushita, 
what future Is In store for 
3DO's 64bit M2 
technology (above)? 

The only running demo of M2's technology Is this poor-quallty QulckTlme movle doing the rounds on the Internet. 
Although the Image quallty Is dire, It Is still possible to recognise some of M2's abllltles - a video sequence Is 
wrapped around a polygon, which bends and morphs Into a torus. Unfortunately, the entire sequence falls to Impress 
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This M2 demo features numerous polygons spinning around a central 
axlL But there Just Isn't anything there that hasn't been done before 

Matsushita 
signs Konami 
Konami has signed a deal 
with Matsushita to develop 
coin-ops using its M2 
technology. The first game 
to use a custom version of 
the chipset is believed to 
be a beat 'em up, due to 
appear later this year 

With plans to ship 
between 5,000 and 10,000 
units per game to arcade 
operators across the globe, 
Konami ambitiously 
expects its annual profits 
to expand by at least $20 
million as a result of 
adopting the relatively low
cost board. 

Capcom is also 
rumoured to have had talks 
with Matsushita as the 
Japanese giant prepares its 
64bit console for late '96 
launch in Japan. 

-+ M2 is that, for once, a machine may 
actually live up to its hype.' 

3 DO has aiso teamed up with 
Cirrus Logic, a leading manufacturer 
of advanced integrated circuits , to 
develop a 30 accelerator for the PC. 

3DO are contributing their M2 30 
engine and Cirrus Logic are bringing 
their video graphics controller 
technology to the project. The 
accelerator is designed to be 
compatible with 30 games written for 
Microsoft's Direct 30 and is expected 
to surface around Christmas. 

The 30 graphics acceleration card 
market is becoming a little crowded 
of late, with Diamond Edge and NEC 
both producing competitive products. 
However, the 3DO/Cirrus effort will 
benefit greatly from the inclusion of 
3DO's 64bit technology. M2 's 30 
engine is capable of processing 
500,000 polys per second and the 
rendering engine generates more 
than 100 million pixels per second 
meaning a greater resolution £ 
than 640x480. 

f .-;a:;-------~-;a:~ ....... ~ d ~ Wanted f, Wanted ~ 

·1·· we e'r h,!~p~!x~ ;~ ced ;,d;,;doals 
~ to jtfi rr u ure s rapidly expanding CD-ROM 

development team. You know how important the CD is 
to the magaz;ine - but do you know just how much work goes into 
compili each month? Designing the interface, making sure 
everyt ½ • works, writing the odd page and being in constant 
contact wlth the software industry, sourcing the latest and 
greatest, exclusive demos. You should be incredibly we l l
organised, dynamic, innovative and resourceful, and keen to see 
your ideas through to fru it ion. A work ing knowledge of Visual 
Basic wou ld be an asset, as would a flair for innovative design. 

In return for being th is multi-talented individual, you get the 
fame and fortune associated with working as part of one of our 
editorial teams in the city of Bath, the opportunity for career 
development in the dynamic PC magazine sector as well as a 

Technical Support Assistant 

Working closely with our editorial teams, you wi l l 
be responsible for ensuring that our help desk is 
run as efficiently as possible. You must be 

competent in all techn ical aspects of the PC, and be able 
to pass on this knowledge in a concise and jargon-free 
fashion . You must be used to deal ing with the general 
public and have a genuine wish to he lp others. Excellent 
organisational skills, combined with a faultless telephone 
manner and good wr itten English, are a must. 

We offer the opportunity to work in a rapidly 
expand ing industry, as we l l as a competitive salary and a 
generous pension scheme, with profit share. 

Send your CV, covering letter and examples of 
relevant work to Claire Burnett at the address below: 

generous pension scheme, profit share - and 
perhaps more importantly - the chance to 
share in the development of one of our 
market-leading CD-ROMs. 

L------------
30 Monmouth St • Bath • BA1 2BW 

personnel@futurenet.co.uk 
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i Apple reveal$ a,11 
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A laptop phone 
steals the show 
at Hanover's 
computer expo 
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Apple's new OS wlll be 
fully 'customlsable' 
(corporate look, top; 
kids look, above) 

at CeBIT 96 
eBit, which took place in 
Hanover between 14 and 20 
March, is the most significant 

information technology showcase 
outside the US. Its 26 airi::raft hangar
sized halls usually offer first public 
sightings of a veritable host of new 
computers, gadgets and consumer 
electronics devices. 

This year, the undoubted star of the 
show was, believe it or not, a mobile 
phone from Finland. But Nokia's 9000 
Communicator, scheduled to start 
shipping 'at 12pm precisely on 15 
August', is no ordinary mobile phone. 
Slightly - but only slightly - fatter and 
larger than the average mobile, it is 
split lengthways and opens out into a 
clamshell-style handheld computer. 

The computer part of the 
Communicator runs a version of 
GeoWorks, the handheld PC operating 
system and uses a PC-style Intel 
microprocessor. The phone part will 
operate over GSM and PCN (such as 
Orange) digital networks. So, 
Communicator owners will be able to 
open up their mobile phones, touch a 
button and instantly surf the World 
Wide Web, send and receive faxes and 
emails, and have instant access to 
their appointments and contacts 
databases. Pricing is likely to be steep 
- Nokia's RRP translates to roughly 
£1,500, although mobile phone RRPs 
rarely bear any relationship to street 
prices (your £4.99 mobile probably has 
an RRP of £200 or thereabouts). On 
the phone side, the Communicator has 
some notable gimmicks, too. A built in 
microphone and speaker mean it can 
be used hands-free. And if you aren't 
happy with its ringing tone, it has a 
program which lets you key in the 
musical notation for your very own 
composition. 

So-called network computers (NCs), 
able to access the internet but costing 
the equivalent of $500, also hugged 
the limelight, in the surprising absence 
of any major announcements by the 
leading PC manufacturers. Sun 
Microsystems demonstrated its NC, 
the JavaStation 1, behind closed doors. 
Although this is aimed at the corporate 
market, at least it gives the NC lobby 
something tangible with which to 

escalate the PC versus NC debate. 
Apple agai~ ~howed the Pippin-based 
Bandai Atmarl;( and dropped hints that 
although they won't be making a Pippin
based NC, they might market the 
Bandai machine. ;i\1;>ple also intimated 

that annolice~ t~ f Pippin--'i>ased 
machines from other far eastern 
manufacturers will be made at this 
year's E3 show. 

Apple had a busy CeBit, despite 
being in financial trouble. It ,., , t,, 
demonstrated a develoi;?er-only version 
of Copland (working titl'~ iwthe operating 
system set to take over from the Ma 
OS at the end of this year (see 
screenshots - note these contain many 
elements of Apple's current system, 
System 7.5 and give just the merest 

~ Add to Apple Menu 

~ Backup Hard Disk 

• Download mail 

5 Switch printers 

_. VlrusCheck 

Efj Watch Folder 

Disabled 

Completed 

Completed 

Error 

1 

Copland, the working tltle for Apple's System 7.5 replacement, boasts 
a new look, full mufti-tasking and hundreds of 'top secret' addttlons 



Despite being llttle In the way of a PChho'ltcase, CeBlt stlll managed 
to draw consumers and exhibitors "- all walks of computing llfe 

Jag's price 
plummets 
Atari have reduced the 
price of the Jaguar to $49 ·· 
at selected retail outlets in 
the US. The endangered 
company claims this is a 
temporary measure to 
bopst the system's user 
base, but others suggest it 
is a thinly-disguised 
attempt to selt

1
off 

remaining stock. 
Expect to see Jaguar 

consoles turning up in 
Cornflake packets artd 
Kinder Surprise eggs over 
the coming months. 

" flt. ¾'f 

-+ hint o( what Copland will look like). 
As expected, all existing Mac 
software should run under Copland 
with no problems at all , although 
Copland programs will not be 
compatible with System 7.5. 

Copland will be a 32bit (rumours 
circulate that perhaps it may even 
stretch to 64 bits) multi-threaded 
operating system, with protected 
memory (features Microsoft 's 
Windows 95 has been celebrating) , 
enabling the Mac to multi-task across 
all system operations (currently, the 
Mac OS has limited multi-tasking 
capabilities, such as rendering an 
image ·o the background while 
run · - word processor in the 
fore ound) . Copland should also be 
the first'operating system to support 
so-called Intelligent Assistants, which 
could perform complex computing 
tasks without the need for any user 
involvement, such as filtering out junk 
emails, or automatically searching 
the internet for specific information. 

To get a flavour of what this will 
be like - at le\ st where the internet 
is concerned - Mac users should look 
out fo~ Apple software suite called 
CyberDc5g, due to be released this 
summ'er, and available for free. 
CyberDog is an internet access 
package which makes use of 
OpenDoc, the object embedding 
technology developed by Apple, IBM 
and others. This allows you to embed 
easily downloadable documents, 
animations, and so on , in web pages, 
and will allow programmers to put the 
first Intelligent Assistants on the net. 
Edge looks forward to this 
immensely. It will be refreshing to 
see at least some form of £ 
intelligence on the net. 

£ =32 news 

Datebook 
Ma 

Richard William's Animation Master Class -10 May to 
12 May, National Film Theatre, South Bank London. A 
three day intensive course in animation techniques for 
professionals in the field. Recently attended by the 
makers of Toy Story. Contact tel and fax: 0800 967 737 
(free phone) 

The Electronics Entertainment Expo (aka E3
) -10 May to 

18 May, LA Convention Centre. The main games industry 
event of the year. All the biggest games companies show 
all their newest games. This show is a must. Contact tel: 
001415 4300 or 001800 3151133, email: 
http:/ /www.mha.com/e3/ 

Orlando Consumer Electronics Show (CES) - 23 May to 
25 May, Orange County Convention Centre, Orlando. 
Electronic gadgets, new systems, etc. Contact fax: 001 
703 907 7690 

The Home PC Show - 30 May to 2 June, Earls Court 2, 
London. Intended as 'a jargon free computer event for 
consumers', this translates to 'a show for technophobic 
parents who fear their children will be social outcasts 
unless they have a P90'. Hence, 'internet tutorials' and 
'advice theatres'. Contact Real Time Events, tel: 0181 
849 6200, fax: 0181849 6264 

June 
Scottish IT Show - 25 June to 27 June, Hilton 
International Hotel, Glasgow, Scotland. Contact tel: 
01232 826321, fax: 01232 826084 

Spring VR World '96 - June 11 to June 14, San Jose, 
California, USA. Contact tel: 001800 632 5537, fax: 
001203 226 6976, email: lwhome@mecklemedla.com 

Centenary Degree Show - 27 June to 7 July, Royal 
College of Art, Darwin Building, Kensington Gore, London. 
Art students show off their work at two separate events -
the one listed includes computer-related design and 
animation. Contact Royal College of Art, tel: 0171584 
5020, fax: 0171 584 8217 

Show organisers: if your show isn't listed here, 
it's only because you haven't told Edge about it. 
Do so on 01225 442244, or fax us on 01225 
338236, or send details to Datebook, Edge, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA12BW 
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VRML Is the new 
darling of the 
net, marching 
over the flat 2D 
web sites of old 
and elevatlng 
modem pages 
to new heights 
of exploration 

t the moment, most net pages are created using HTML - a web language which 
can display text and still images, and most programs are downloaded to the 
computer via FTP . Unlike most other areas of computer technology these days, 

the net is essentially a 2D experience. But that's about to change. 
VRM L - virtual reality modelling language - is a cross-platform programming 

library/service which can be employed to create fully interactive 3D graphic 
environments for use over the internet. Pages developed using V RM L wi 11 be able to 
present fully immersive 3D domains rather than just text pages with a few pictures. 
Home pages wi 11 become I ike homes - when you access the URL, you wi 11 be able to 
wander through a 3D world where touching objects can be used to link to other sites. 

Mark Pesce's ideas for VRM L (see Origins boxout) were quickly snapped up by SGI 
who developed their 1.0 browser and graphic demos last year. Now there are dozens of 

These instructions for constructing an office desk are some of the more bizarre uses of VRML . After being provided 
with the component parts and 'paper' guidelines, users can fit together all the pieces by following the steps 

sites on the net with V RM L material which can be accessed if you have an appropriate 
browser (see Info side column). On SGI's Webspace site, for example, there is a 
selection of virtual worlds to fly through as wel I as some more surreal additions - the 
virtual desk assembly page is based on those flat-packed, mess-it-up-yourself desks 
available from M FI and other DIY stores. 'It's a means of combining flat text 
instructions with a 3D model representation of what the end product should look like,' 
says Andrew Spybey at SGI, with a considerable amount of mirth. 

Since SGI's adoption of the technology back in May 1995, things have become 
complicated, as things often do on the internet. In February, the group behind VRM L, 
VAG (VRML Architecture Group) asked for proposals for a VRML 2.0 standard, and 
several companies put their own programmes forward. SGI and Sony have Moving 
Worlds, Apple has Out of this World and Sun is contributing Holoweb to the 
proliferation. Luckily movement toward the VRML 2.0 standard has brought the 
companies together. 

As Mike Beaven, editor of VR News says, 'Basically the techies involved in each 
company got together on the internet and looked objectively and professionally at each 
other's proposals - they then exchanged information in a totally non-selfish way. In a 
sense they've brought about a merger of talent which couldn't have happened if it had 

Info ... 
VRML Architecture Group -
http://vag.vrml.org - for 
Information about VRML 2 
standards and other links. 

http://www.hitl.washington. 
edu/projects/knowledge_bas 

-+ e/vrm.html - a huge list of 
resources, sites and FAQs, 
relating to VRML 



Silicon Graphics' 
kitchen (top) and patio 
(above). Users select 
components and build 
their own area using 
the web browser. Once 
complete, they are able 
to explore their virtual 
world until satisfied 

Origins ... 

-+ been left to corporate lawyers and 
business men.' Consequently, V RM L 2.0 
cou Id represent the work of several 
companies contributing in unison to a 
single standard. 

However, like the child at the party 
who sits alone in the corner and plays 
with his own toys, Microsoft is 
characteristically having none of this 
sharing business. Its own proposal, Active 
VRML, is unlikely to benefit from the 
cross-pollination of ideas that has formed 
the basis of V RM L 2.0. At Microsoft, the 
corporate heads, and not the techies, are 
in control. As a result, there's likely to be 
two standards in the coming year. 

At the moment it's hard to see what 

VRML was the brain child of Mark Pesce, an internet technician who 
had been working on HTML for some time before coming up with the 
idea for a 3D upgrade. He presented his concepts for VRML to nm 
Barners Lee, the man some regard as the godfather of the internet, 
who then suggested Mark should present them at the next Web 
Conference. The subsequent paper attracted the attention of SGI who 
offered up their software for the project. 

On March 30, 1995, SGI, in collaboration with Template Software 
and with the support of 17 other computer companies, announced the 
development of the first VRML 1.0 browser - Webspace Navigator. 

al I the fuss is about - V RM L de mos are 
rather limited, achingly slow to download 
and reasonably complicated to install. 
However, net visionaries foresee great 
things for the standard - one day, no 
doubt, when the speed of accessing 
graphics-heavy data across the net is 
improved, the internet's potential for 
creating sophisticated online 30 worlds 
will become a realistic proposition. 

As for VRML's other implications for 
the web, God knows what will £ 
happen when the makers of 

............... ~ .................. . 
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Hi-octane games theory by Chris Crawford 

suggest the terms 'career envy', 
'job envy', 'status envy', or 
'freedom envy' might have been 
more appropriate (to be fair, Freu 
did acknowledge these factors). 
Still, the concept has utility today, 
not in its original form, as a 
metaphor for an irrational desire 
to possess something one can 
never possess, because it is alien t 
one's nature. 

With this in mind, I propose 
the term, 'Hollywood envy', to 
describe an attitude that dominates 
the thinking of many in the games 
industry. We seem determined to 
mould ourselves in the Hollywood 
cast. The idea is an old one - the 
first truly public efforts in this 
direction were made by Electronic 
Arts, who introduced the term 
'producer' to the industry (where 
have you heard that term before?). 
Trip Hawkins made much oft e 
Hollywood connection, pushi 

Now we all know that most 
esflre put together by a small 
f perhaps a dozen people, 

n less, yet we see credit lists 
drag on and on and list scores 

ames. Who are all these 
le? If you study the credits 

, you'll figure out that 
isted just about everybody 

e company. Now why would 
ey do that? 

The answer, I think, is that a 
long credit list suggests something 

a movie. It's almost like a 
onal resume that drags on for 
pages, listing every single 

complishment of the author. 
, it's all true, but after a while 
get the feeling that the author 
ing to overwhelm you with 

amount of his achievements. In 
tical terms, do we really need 

·st every single person who had 
hing to do with the game? 

Number 3: Hollywood envy 
such terms as 'The New 
Hollywood'. It was heady stuff ten 
years ago, and it fired the 
imaginations of many. Ever since 
then, Hollywood envy has played a 
large role in our thinking. 

n't these long credit lists just an 
pie of Hollywood envy? 
Here's another example: the 

desire for an awards ceremony. 

The games 
industry's 
perennial 
obsession 
with 
Hollywood 
doesn't just 
result in duff 
games - it 
could stunt 
its growth 
forever 

Consider, for example, the 
role of a game's title screen. In the 
early days, the title screen served 

For years, many industry people 
have been pushing for an awards 
ceremony 'just like the Academy 
Awards'. There's nothing 
intrinsically wrong with this, but 
why model it on the Academy 

F 
or those of you who 
haven't caught up on your 
pop-psychology, 'penis 

envy' is a concept introduced by 
Sigmund Freud, and like many of 
Freud's notions, has now been 
dismissed as politically incorrect. 

His notion was that the little girls, playing their 
Awards? Why not the 
Nobel Prize or the 

female psyche is 
hobbled by 'penis 
envy,' which 

little naked games with 
Pulitzer Prize? 

Why do we model ourselves 

develops at an early age when little 
girls, playing their little naked 

little boys, realise little boys have 

penises and little girls do not 
games with little boys, realise little 
boys have penises and little girls do 
not. Stunned by the realisation that 
men possess something of 
obviously great value (ahem) that 
they lack, women spend the rest of 
their lives trying to compensate for 
this deficiency. 

Given the culture of the 
Victorian era in which Freud 
operated, we are tempted to 

several purposes: to provide a 
copyright notice, to cover up long 
initialisation times, and possibly to 
provide a primitive game demo for 
in-store use. Over the years, the 
title screen has evolved into the 
title sequence, and is now a much 
more involved production. It lists 
the credits of all those who 
contributed to the project, all of 
which have grown enormously. 

on Hollywood? I suspect part of it 
is an infantile envy of Hollywood's 
glamour. Oh, those Hollywood 
stars with all their pleasures. 
Wouldn't we like to be just like 
them? This is an ego trip. 

Let's face it, we will never 
have Hollywood's glamour. You 
will never see Sid Meier in a 
tuxedo, surrounded by flashing 
cameras, with Julia Roberts 
dripping off his arm. 

But one might ask, 'What's 
wrong with Hollywood envy? If we 



want to indulge ourselves in a 
little harmless fantasy, what 
damage does it do?' I see a 
number of undesirable side 
effects arising from it - one of 
the sillier aspects is the undue 
attention we give to film 
techniques. Think how much 
money the industry has spent 
on full motion video. And what 
do we get for it? Video clips 
that never quite fit into the 
game. 'We interrupt this game 
to bring you a video clip -
wasn't that impressive?' I have 
yet to see one game in which 
the video was truly intrinsic to 
the game architecture. 

Then there's the brouhaha 
about using widely known 
'name' actors. We've seen lots 
of products with name actors in 
the last year or two. What, 
precisely, do these actors bring 
to the party? The value of an 
actor lies in his or her ability to 
communicate the finer shades 
of human emotion. What fine 
shades of human emotion exist 
in our games? If all you're doing 
is running around blowing things 
up, who cares about the feelings 
of the people involved? 

There's a fundamental 
mismatch here - it's like playing 
Mozart at a bowling alley. Our 
games aren't about the 
emotional aspects of the human 
condition - they're emotionally 
flat exercises in puzzle-solving 
and hand-eye coordination, so 
why do we need great acting 
talent to enliven such puerile 
exercises? Hollywood envy. 

The most serious 
downside of Hollywood envy, 
however, is the way it blocks us 
from finding our true selves. 
When I was a .teenager, I 
became enamoured of Mr 
Spock from Star Trek. Like any 
teenager, I hadn't the faintest 
idea of who I really was, but I 
was groping about, and I liked 
what I saw in that character. So 
I tried on the role of Spock, 
even shaving my eyebrows at 
one point. I can now laugh at 
my excesses as a teenager, and I 
can even see the value of the 
experiment. When you're 
young and floundering about, 
trying to find your identity, it's a 

good thing to try out 
personas, to put them 
wear them like a hat o 
costume, to see how t 

But the emulatio 
must pass before we c 
find our own identitie 
not Mr Spock, and nev 
be. Yes, it was useful t 
hat on my head and fan 
but only as a transitio 
The time came when I 
take off the hat an.d as 
really was. Had I persi 
the Spock-identificati ntas,y~ 
I would never have mafur;ed,.,t~ 
the point of asking mor.e~ser-kJ s 
questions about myself 
have spent all these ye~ 
playing a role that trulf I n t 
fit, spinning my wheels \ -rying to 
be something that I am not. 

Thus, emulating other 
identities is a necessary part of 
finding one's own identity, but it 
must be put aside as part of the 
process of maturation. And the 
games industry is not doing that. 
We've been stuck for ten years 
with this Hollywood obsession, 
and it's starting to stunt our 
growth. When I ran around as a 
teenager with shaved eyebrows 
and mock-Spock attire, I looked 
silly but exuberant - if I were 
still doing that today, in my 
forties, people would shake 
their heads sadly at my 
arrested development. 

The time has come for us 
to outgrow Hollywood envy. 
The games industry is not 
Hollywood, and it never will be. 
We are not 'better than' 
Hollywood, nor 'worse than' 
Hollywood - we are ourselves, 
something different and 
something special. If the classic 
Hollywood image is the star 
emerging from the limousine 
with the starlet on his arm and 
the flashbulbs pQpping, then 
what is wrong with the image 
from the last evening of 
Computer Games Development 
Conference, at the Microsoft 
party, of hundreds of frisbees 
floating through the air 
simultaneously? 

Sid Meier makes a pathetic 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, but 
he makes a magnificent £ 
Sid Meier. 



An Aptiva doesn't cost more, 
it's just worth more. 
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Solutions for a small planet 
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15 to 18-year-olds, as they're influenced by the 24-year-olds. So I got 
alternative press - the likes of Herb Garden, Mixmag and DJ - to write 
the PlayStation. I've been clubbing since the late eighties, and all my frien 
are into vicleogames, sol knew I could get a machine into that crowd. 

Glendenning's plan worked. Sega's Saturn, technology similar to Sony's, 
was comprehensively outsold, reducing Sega to whingeing about the allegedly 
vast sums Sony spent on promotion. 'We did havea limited budget, about the 
same as Sega,' says Glendenning. 'We just spent it better.' Glendenning's work 
with the PlayStation, however, is not over. When Edge caught up with him, he 
was about to fly to the British Snowboarding Championships in Meribel, 
sponsored by, natch, Sony: An ideal excuse to indulge in his favourite hobby: 
'Slagging. It's more of an addiction, really. I'll be the most overdressed 
snowboarder there.' Not that he's ever stepped onto a snowboard before, £ 
he admits, 'I'm always the firsf person to make an arsehole of myself.' 
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interview 

n an age when games 
players must increasingly 
subsist on a thin gruel of 
anonymous genre clones 
delivered by faceless 
corporate monoliths, the 

palette cries out for something new. In 
1995, industry veterans John Cook and Jon 
Ritman reckoned they had the recipe to 
revive those jaded taste-buds and founded 
their own company, Cranberry Source, 
with the explicit intention of 'putting the 
gameplay back into games'. On paper, at 
any rate, they certainly seem to have the 
ingredients for success. Cook, whose 
company, BAD Management, has 
represented such glamourous clients as 
Bullfrog and Sensible Software, provides the 
business and marketing acumen, while 

, Ritman, one of the UK's most venerated 
programmers, with a string of eighties 
classics to his name (including side-on 
football sim, Matchday, and isometric 30 
action adventurer, Head Over Heels, 
both for the Spectrum), designs the 
products they hope will fly the flag for 

The conceptual art from QAD illustrates 
Cranberry Source's desire to mutate 
traditional vehicle designs into organic craft 
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independent developers throughout the 
known universe. 

With Philips Media having signed a 
worldwide deal for Cranberry's first three 
games, the company is expanding rapidly, 
employing 27 staff, with offices in London 
and Newcastle. Development on the three 
initial products is charging ahead, but by 
far the most advanced is QAD -
Quintessential Art of Destruction, due for 
release this Autumn. 

Edge Tell us about QAD. In today's world 
of derivative games what makes it special? 
JR Obviously we've got excellent 
technology. It's a blow-away technology to 
really make people sit up and look at it. 
The 'sprouts' [see screen grabs, below], or 
30 sprites, are a voxel-type of system 
which can be viewed from any direction. 
To get this level of detail, at this resolution, 
using polygons would be impossible. As for 
the landscape, the QAD engine, or the 
'beyond' engine, is a fractal system. What 
you're seeing here is the equivalent of 
twenty gigabytes of data squeezed into 
48K. We can run the landscape engine with 
five hundred sprouts milling about, all at 20 
frames a second on a DX2-66. 
Edge Sounds impressive, but what kind of 
shape will the game take? 
JR In the gameplay I try to provide a lot of 
variety, rather than set precisely what you 
have to do. If you make enough complexity 
available in a game, people, in effect, will 
create their own gameplay because there's 
a large variety of ways of solving things. In 
QAD, the basic principle will be that you 
have to rescue/capture hostages that are 

wandering about the landscape, and to do 
that you have a craft in which to fly around, 
with a pod to collect, and return to safety, 
the hostages. There are a few other 
options available (laughs). You can alwars 
kill them. 
Edge What 
stands between 
you and the 
hostages? 
J R Lots of aliens 
of one form or 
another. I try 
not to set 
precise 
scenarios 
because I think it 
restricts artists 
far too much. 
You can say 'I 
want a Dun eons & Dragons scenario', but 
then the artist 1s tied into barrels and 
swords and candlesticks. That's okay, but 
I'd rather say, 'I wanp~ou to drop 
something ofithis and that scale into that 
space' and see what happens. As a result of 
that, journalists say, 'these people nave 
bizarre minds.' 
Edge Surely that would be meant only as 
the sincerest form of flattery. 
JC Thank you. When we kicked off QAD 
we talked about the direction in which the 
scenario was going, and Jon said, 'the 
scenario is irrelevant to the quality of a 
game. It's just the crap you put on the back 
of the box.' I mean, obviously for certain 
genre games the story's important but 
that's not what we're interested in. We 
don't want the scenario to invent the game 

Cranberry Source's QAD employs its sprout technology, enabling 3D sprites to be viewed from 
any distance at any angle. 'It'll really make people sit up and look at it,' says Jon Ritman 

but the game to invent the scenario. In 
QAD each level will bring a new scenario 
generated by the computer using a 
programme of ours called ENID - the 
Engine of Nar:r:ative Invention and 
Destruction. 
Edge Give us arl examp1e of an ENID 
scenario, then? 
JR (Laughs) Find the British people and 
take them shopping. Then contact your 

local bishop. 
JC Obviously, 
we're still in the 
early stages of 
getting ENID to 
write acceptable 
scenarios. We 
don't know how 
they'll translate into 
German yet. 
Edge You said you 
wanted the game to 
invent the scenario. 
To what extent 

does the technology invent the game? 
Which comes first? 
J R You always have to push the edge of 
technology now. You can't put out 
something that looks like five years ago or 
people will just laugh at you. Until you've 
got it you don 't know what the capabilities 
are and you can't plan the game in detail. If 
you're an artist and you want to paint a 
picture you've got to know what paints are 
available before you start. 
Edge There's a few 30 engines vying for 
the podium at the moment. How do you 
think yours rates? 
JR I think we've currently got the best 
landscape technology. And the sprouts are 
way ahead of what anyone else is doing. 
JC Having said that, no amount of 
whiz-bang technology will make a good 
game. It can be enabling, though. 
JR Just look at the Nintendo 64. By adding 
some new functions to the hand controller 
Nintendo allowed for a whole new range of 
games you can bring out. It's just another 
tool but it's a really good one. 
Edge Do you see the new consoles as 
being enabling technology? 
JC Not compared to the PC. The best 
games machine you can buy at the moment 
is a 160MHz Pentium with 60Mb of RAM. 
Now that's an incredible games machine. 
PlayStation and Saturn are a bloody good 
bang for the buck but how can you 
compete with lots of MIPS and memory? 
JR With the PlayStation in particular, it's 
dedicated to performing polygon 
operations and very good it is at that, but 
there are other options. There's not a 
polygon in sight in QAD so conversion to 



the PlayStation presents a little bit 
of a barrier, to be honest. It's the 
same thing when you look back at 
the early consoles. Just look at 
the Game Boy games. So many of 
them were sideways scrolling and 
sprite games. Why? Because that's 
what the technology provided for 
and nothing else. At least with the 
PC you just get pure processing 
power and you can make it do 
whatever you want. 
Edge It's ironic that, given the 
PlayStation is pretty much 
dedicated to 3D, so much of the 
exciting development in 3D is still 
originating on the PC. 
JR The problem with the 
PlayStation is that there's not 
much chance of writing 
substantially better routines for it 
than the person down the road. 
You can't overcome the 
limitations of the machine. Which 
you can on the PC. 
Edge Does the comparatively 
open architecture of the PC allow 
for more original games? What do 
you think about the current state 
of game design? 
JC I'm pleased with the 
groundswell that started last year, 
of which I hope we were a part. I 
think there is a growing cynicism 
with FMV coffee table software. 
People buy games to play games, not to 
watch someone being a frustrated movie 
director. One of the worst things 
that happened during the late 
eighties and nineties, during 
the huge expansion of the 
business, was 'interactive 
entertainment'. You had 
these big companies 
coming into it with big 
company speak and they 
couldn't say 'we've got a 
games division', it had to be 
'interactive entertainment'. That's so 
far removed from the visceral feeling you 
should get in front of a keyboard or 
joystick. It did a lot of damage. 
Edge So you're saying just the words 

Quintessential Art of Destruction's 
sprouts, extracted from their natural 
habitat (from left to right) a donut-shaped 
splint, two spaceships, and a giant wasp 

'Boo!' very loudly. It's very 
difficult to close the distance 
between the player and a 
momitor, though. Which is one of 
the intangible things Jon can do. 
Fun closes the distance. Fun is 
the crucial aspect of a game. 
Games are not just to pass the 
time until you die. If games aren't 
fun we've failed. 
Edge Is the rising cost of game 
development an impediment to 
fun games? 
JC It creates a few problems. 
Especially if you're entering a 
technology race, an element of 
that which certainly exists 
currently. You need to get the 
product out there as quickly as is 
compatible while still making a 
good game. After two years of 
development you might still be 
happy with the game but the 
technology has moved on. In 
terms of manpower and tools it's 
very expensive to get it all done 
in time. 
Edge Which inhibits the sort of 
risks, in terms of content, a small 
developer may be willing to 
make. If you've had to spend six 
figures to bring a game to market 
you've got to be pretty sure it's 
going to sell, meaning you create 

The scenario is irrelevant to the 
quality of a game. It's just the crap 
you put on the back of the box 

'interactive entertainment' 
themselves perverted the 
course of game design? 
JC Absolutely, yes. Proper 

interactivity will happen. You 
will have a million people playing 

Doom on a model the size of a continent. 
But it's in the future. There are too many 
people peddling the future. You want to go 
into the shop and buy something that 
makes you sweat now. 

Edge Sweat's a 
rare commodity 
in games 
nowadays. 
JC To get inside 
someone's head 
like that is tricky. 

Which is why virtual reality is attractive. 
It's dead easy to frighten someone in VR. 
You just put someone behind you and go 

whatever's in vogue, ie another fighting 
game, another driving game etc. 
JR That's right. And the big companies 
make the mistake of relying on market 
research which, when it comes to 
developing new areas, is faulty. You're 
asking kids whether they'd like something 
they've never seen. And they, naturally 
enough, have no idea. 
JC And if you're a big company you get a 
warm cosy feeling to be able to look at the 
figures and say 'sixty three per cent of our 
target market say they would like this 
fighting game'. So if it bombs then, hey, 
no-one gets fired, it's all blamed on 
market research. 
Edge It must be difficult to forge the 
balance between commercialism and 
originality, therefore. 
JC Gameplay will always sell. And .EC) 
that's what we've got... GE 
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1 Rave Racer 
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Namco's conversion 
of coin-op hit, Rave 
Racer, could redefine 
PC graphics 

Rave Racer 
makes full 
use of 
PowerVR's 
revolutionary 
texture and 
shading 
processor 

Thanks to Videologic's PowerVR accelerator and Namco, it may 

be time for the PC to enter the realm of fast 3 D graphics 

The PowerVR's TSP technology has allowed for some beautifully texture-mapped locales to be included in the Rave 
Racer conversion. It's a far cry from the blocky, pixel mosaic PC users have come to expect from 3D games 

Format: PC (plus 
PowerVR) 

Publisher: Namco 
Developer: In-house 

Release date: May 
Origin: Japan 

a 
few months ago, the 
prospect of a PC Rave 
Racer conversion was 
almost unimaginable -
~t least _a fast, visu_ally 
1mpress1ve conversion. 

Ridge Racer would have been 
difficult enough, as Screamer with its 
limited frame rate and sluggjsh 
controls illustrated. But Rave Racer, 
as a sequel to Namco's seminal racing 
title ( Ridge Racer Revolution was 
more of an update), presents an 
additional three tracks and improved 
hi-res textures - seemingly putting it 
completely out of reach for PC 
developers. 

Now, however, the PowerVR 
chipset, developed by Videologic and 

exploited in conjunction with NEC and 
Namco (see E31), appears to have 
made a decent port possible . Indeed, if 
the early demo Edge has seen is truly 
indicative of a complete version, Rave 
Racer will be incredible. 

Visually, it's clearly ahead of 
anything else on the PC . Rave Racer 
makes full use of PowerVR's 

The PC Rave Racer conversion remains faithful to the coin-op by 
including all the camera angles from the original's replay mode 
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The highly-derivative tunnel sections, familiar to Ridge Racer devotees, look particularly impressive - yet they are far from complete. PowerVR's 
new lighting techniques are still to be implemented. By using these specialised techniques, small, shaded polygons are no longer needed 

Tracks are often long 
and straight, exhibiting 
the Power VR chip's 
great distance handling · 

revolutionary texture and shading 
processor (especially its anti-aliasing 
abilities), to present some beautifully 
detailed cityscapes and sleek, 
smoothly-drawn cars. To exhibit just 
how much of a leap the chip 
represents, Videologic claims Rave 
Racer is handling four times the 
graphic work of PlayStation Ridge 
Racer. This is more than feasible 
considering the lack of blocky 
pixellation, common to PC 30 games 
that usually have to run in 320x200 to 
produce anything reasonably swift. 

The demo is almost as impressive 
for what isn't in it, as what is. 
Namco's PC division, which is 
converting the game to the chipset, has 
not had time to draft some of the 
chip's more complex graphical tricks 
into the title. For example, Rave Racer 

doesn't yet implement 
PowerVR's custom 
lighting techniques, which 
would do away with the 
need for smal I, memory
consuming polygons in 
spotlight effects. 

Thankfully, the 
impressively intricate 
visuals do not compromise 
the speed of the game. The 
Rave Racer demo is 
running at 30fps, and 
that's in hi-res 640x480 -
making for a much more 

fluid ride than, say,· Screamer could 
manage, without the usual loss in 
graphical quality. But will this frame 
rate slow down when the game nears 
completion? Not according to 
Videologic, which ascertains the 
complete version will fun at 30fps on a 
Pentium 133. 

As for the accuracy of the 
conversion, few compromises will need 

The early PC Rave 
Racer demo that Edge 
played did slow down 
noticeably when the 
camera switched to a 
view behind the car 

to be made when porting from the 
arcade machine to the PC. Apparently, 
with the exception of the steering 
equipment, PowerVR provides most of 
the capabi I ities of the arcade system, 
with the exception of raw power, of 
course. In this light, the fact Namco 
took just two weeks to transfer data 
from the arcade machine, becomes 
much more understandable. 

Of course, the only drawback to all 
this is that a top-end PC will be 
required to really bring out the 
advantages of the chip, and therefore 
the Rave Racer conversion . 
Videologic's technology may be 
relatively cheap, but if it needs at 
least a Pl60 to be content, it will 
sti 11 be out of the reach of most 
potential users. Nevertheless, Rave 
Racer presents an important step 
forward in the global mission to turn 
PCs into 3D-capable games machines. 
It will also be an extraordinary 
game. Which is, of course, £ 
more important. 
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Quake 
From Wolfenstein to Doom 2, id have developed a genre that has 

both engrossed gamers and enraged parents. Quake represents 

the next onslaught from the best minds in the business 

Format: PC 
Publisher: GT Interactive 

Developer: id 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: US 

hen the new hospital 
PC was delivered in a 
recent episode of hit 
TV drama, ER, what 
was the first thing to 
be installed on the 

hard drive? Medical records? Drugs 
information? No - Doom. 

This entry into mainstream culture, 
equal to a thousand rave reviews in the 
gaming press, is testament to the 
legendary status of id's seminal first
person carnage fest. Although Doom 2 
offered different maps and a few new 
creatures, it was with the 
announcement of Quake that id 
_promised to really shake up the genre. 
After a wait that has had the PC press 

Quake promises the usual dosage of 
shocking, occult Imagery (left), traps and 
puzzles (floating platform, top), and, 
more Importantly, utterly gory carnage 

quivering with excitement, a playable 
test of Quake has finally been released. 
The death match version currently 
doing the rounds, courtesy of the 
internet, doesn't quite qualify as a 
demo, or even an alpha, but this peek 
gives plenty of hints as to what gamers 
can expect from the completed game. 

At first glance, the test fails to live 
up to expectations, looking more like 
Doom with a facelift than anything 
special. Only after extensive play do 
the new subtleties become clear. 

Of course, because there are no 
enemies in place yet, the demo mainly 
showcases the maps and Quake's use of 
polygons and textures rather than 
blocky old bitmaps. Id's development 



Oddly, the best demonstration of the 3D engine occurs when 
peering over a ledge (left) or through an open grate (right) 

The new 3D engine is evident throughout. Strafing (top) sways the 
camera, and it is now possible to run under platforms (middle) 

of this technology was a choice move. 
As well as improving general visual 
quality, the new, real 3D engine has 
added noticeable refinements and 
bonuses to the creaky Wolfenstein 
formula. The lighting, for example, is 
improved by the clever use of texture
mapping around torches and skylights, 
adding an eerie luminescence to the 
otherwise dingy dungeon settings. The 

prescreen 

light even reflects off the gun, making 
the participant feel much more a part 
of the environment. 

Further accentuating the sense of 
immersion is the ability to look up and 
down, glance around in all directions 
while moving, and to jump (instead of 
having to run very fast over chasms a 
la Doom). This attempt to bring the 
first-person shoot 'em up that bit 

closer to realism is 
admirable, but will 
perhaps be 
controversial. The 
control method is 
sti 11 not as advanced 
as Marathon's 
(despite Quake's 
inclusion of a 
'freelook' feature 
which enables the 
mouse to control the 
view angle) and, in 

any case, some could argue the added 
complexity may detract from Doom's 
intuitive control system. 

In theory, though, the new system 
is an enhancement. Not being able to 
look up and down would have been 
unnatural and, judging by the layouts 
on offer in the demo, would seriously 
decrease the chance of survival. 

Quake offers astoundingly 
atmospheric 3 D environments where 
standard Doom-esque darkness and 
gore is combined with breathtaking 
Escher-like architecture. The maps 
avai I able are a mass of multi-layered 

Quake offers 
astoundingly 
atmospheric 
3D chambers 
where 
standard 
Doom-esque 
darkness 
and gore is 
mixed with 
Escher-like 
architecture 

Quake's test version enables the game to be played in rather garish 
polygons (left). After the texture mapping has been added (right) 
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When a 
marine is hit 
by something 
like a 
grenade, his 
body flies 
across the 
screen or 
simply 
obliterates 
into shards 
of slimy flesh 

arches, stairways and platforms which 
entwine around central chambers to 
create intricate and perplexing 
labyrinths. This overt complexity is 
obviously designed to exploit the more 
exhaustive player controls, and it 
works - peering over ledges into the 
dark abyss below will, if the frenzied 
death match is anything to go by, 
become an important part of the game. 

Each location also contains the 
usual selection of traps and tricks, 
including sliding floor sections which 
open and close above bubbling pits of 
lava, and extending walkways which 
can be operated by foot panels strewn 
about each maze. Subsequently, 
Quake's landscapes look to be 
interesting and challenging in their 
own right, rather than just places for 
the slaughter to take place. 

But slaughter is, of course, what 
the people want, and slaughter is what 
they shall no doubt receive. Although 
I ittle is known about the enemies, the 
demo does feature six of the proposed 
eight weapons. There's the trusty 
shotgun, double-barrel led shotgun, and 
rocket launcher from Doom 2, as well 
as a marvellous grenade launcher 
(grenades shoot out, roll about for a 
while then ignite), a mean nail gun and 
an even meaner chain nail gun. Yet to 
be seen are the enticingly-named 
lightning gun and chain lightning gun, 
not to appear until completion . 

Despite lacking in-game enemies in 
one-player mode, the excel lent network 
death match does show off the new 
polygon marines. Opponents appear as 
beefy, well-detailed characters which, 
unlike Doom's, don't pixelate into 
oblivion when you approach them. 
Furthermore, when one of the enemy 
marines looks up or down his head 
moves concurrently - better yet, when 
he jumps in front of you, your gun 
follows him up and down. 

Character animation is reasonably 
impressive, but movement can look 
rather unrealistic, especially when a 
marine runs up or down a staircase. 

Although Quake's lightsourcing is 
easily the best seen on the PC, it is, 
in fact, just clever texture mapping 

But the death animations! When a 
marine is hit by something like a 
rocket or grenade, his body flies across 
the screen or simply obliterates into 
shards of slimy flesh . 

No doubt Quake wi 11 be a massive 
hit, just as there's no doubt the 
smooth, distinguished graphics will be 
universally applauded by the PC world . 
But will it offer anything new over its 
middle-aged predecessors? Considering 
id virtually invented this genre, it is 
hoped Quake wi 11 be more than 'Doom 
with a better engine' . Hoped, but£ 
by no means guaranteed. 

One of the more spectacular weapons is the grenade launcher. A trail 
of smoke follows the bouncing grenade, which then explodes (top) 
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International 

Just as in the original 
games, throwing events 
use an angle of 
elevation meter 

I Track & Field 
While Konami's nineties sports sim update 

retains the famed button-bashing gameplay, 

it's considerably more advanced elsewhere 

The dramatic camera work builds atmosphere (left). The 100m freestyle and 110m hurdle events (above left and 
centre) require a mix of button pressing speed and timing. Putting the shot (right) is merely a test of timing 

Format: Playstation 
Publisher: Konami 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: July 

Origin: Japan 

ew could have foreseen 
the phenomenal 
success of l<onami's 
1983 coin-op, Track & 
Field. It had a 
remarkably simple 

interface (being playable using just 
two buttons if so desired) and visual 
and aural content which, though 
undeniable characteristic, were far 
from groundbreaking. What it did 
offer was the ability to inspire fierce 
competitive spirit within its 
participants - something which, as any 
death match Doom fan wi 11 attest, is 
one of the most valuable traits a game 
can possess in its desire for longevity. 

l<onami's 1996 PlayStation update 
does largely what was expected of it, 
taking established events from the 
series and recreating them with 
polygons while retaining a simplistic 
control method. 

What wasn't perhaps expected is 
the graphical extravagance. Each 
athlete is animated with Tekken-like 

levels of motion-captured elegance and 
events are presented from a number of 
camera angles, including one which 
pans impressively during the track 
events for that true Grandstand, 
Saturday afternoon experience. 
Superfluous details aren't ignored 
either - the translucent water effects 
apparent in the swimming event are 
mind-bogglingly effective. 

The finished game will include ten 
events: 100m dash, 110m hurdle, 
100m freestyle, long jump, triple 
jump, high jump, hammer, shot putt, 
javelin and pole vault. However, 
although it uses similar play 
mechanics to the original, 
International Track & Field wi 11 no 
doubt require more skill - in the 
original the timing of throwing events 
could be related to the limited number 
of animation frames, whereas this full 
3D update includes more complex 
movement routines, making such an 
approach considerably more difficult. 

International Track & Field 
currently ranks as one of Edge's most 
eagerly-awaited updates of an old 
game theme. Its atmospheric 
presentation and multitap 
compatibility should help it kick up a 
storm when it's released to coincide 
with the Atlanta Olympic Games £ 
in the summer. 

The multitap option 
makes this the first T&F 
to allow more than two 
players to play at once 

The 100m sprint and 
110m hurdles showcase 
Konami's expertise in 
PlayStation graphics 
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Dark Saviour 
Eschewing the Saturn's trend to reanimate high-tech coin-ops, 

Climax continues its quest to deliver a long-lasting challenge 

Format: Saturn 
Publisher: Sega 

Developer: Climax 
Release date: May 

Origin: Japan 

Locations are complex and interesting, making each room look rather like a 3D platform game. The amount of depth 
is incredible (left), The isometric platform-based environment Is constructed from smooth, textured polygons 

Boarding the ship, Ryu 
is shadowed by his 
entourage of mercenary 
bounty hunters 

a 
console cannot live on 
arcade conversions 
alone. Sooner or later, 
consumers wi 11 become 
alienated with a 
machine if its software 

library includes no original products. 
Which is why Dark Saviour, and 
games like it, will be of intrinsic 
importance to the Saturn over the 
coming months. Sega have to prove 
their console is not just a receptacle 
for AM2/3 hand-me-downs. 

As mentioned in E30, Dark Saviour 
is a platform-style arcade adventure 
from the makers of top Mega Drive 
RPG, Landstalkers. The player takes 
on the role of Ryu Ya, a bounty hunter 
who must track down a fugitive 
monster across various isometrically 
viewed quasi-mythical/industrial 

locations. Ryu is able to jump, climb, 
punch, pick up and use objects. He's 
also equipped with an inventory screen 
and an energy bar, reflecting the 
game's RPG pretensions. 

Since E30, Edge has played an 
early demo of Dark Saviour which 
shows off just how smoothly the 

It is possible to lift up and manipulate objects (left). The player 
also has a large inventory to store things for later use 
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The game starts with Ryu and the captured monster both aboard a ship {right) heading for a prison colony. But the 
beast escapes after an explosion occurs, the result of which being a menacing blaze that spreads throughout (left) 

The 
immensely 
stylish lead 
character 
looks well
placed within 
the complex 
and 
imaginative 
locations 

Select weapons and 
objects (middle). Track 
down the beast after it 
escapes(caged,above) 

detailed, polygon-based locations 
scroll . The visuals really do impress -
the immensely stylish lead character 
looks well-placed within the complex 
and imaginative locations. There's also 
a fu I ly interactive camera which can be 
manipulated using the shoulder
buttons: the left button (used with the 
direction pad) moves the camera 
around the player to reveal more of the 
surrounding landscape, and the right 
button (again used with the direction 
pad) changes the angle of view. It's 
also possible to zoom in for more 
fiddly movements, and zoom out for 
the wider picture. 

At the moment, though, the camera 
only seems to work while the character 
is motionless, as a means of quickly 
checking around a room. Once the side 
buttons are released, the camera goes 
back to its default position. 

The complex locations seem to 
have given the programmers some 

problems, too. 
Occasionally, lead 
character polygons wi 11 
merge with objects he is 
passing, and polys close 
to the camera can 
sometimes disappear. 
Furthermore, when Ryu 
is climbing a ladder, he 
remains in a climbing 
pose, even when he is 
right at the top - so at 
the platform's edge, he 
stands with his arms in 
the air looking 

ridiculous. Indeed, the character seems 
short of varied animation frames - at 
the moment there are no special falling 
or losing balance moves, which 
restricts Ryu's realism. Hopefully this 
will be cleared up by the May launch. 

As for gameplay, Edge has begun 
to discover hidden corridors and traps 
dotted around the place which will no 
doubt accentuate the al ready 

interesting locations. There also seems 
to be quite a variety of places to visit -
the game starts on a boat following an 
explosion (the flashing red warning 
light looks great) and moves to 
factories, castles, and abandoned 
cities. To add a little action, fights can 
occur with N PCs (hence the energy 
bar) and Ryu wi 11 be able to cal I upon 
a selection of weapons. 

With Square moving to the 32bit 
formats, and games like this on the 
horizon, perhaps those who don't just 
want to play arcade conversions 
might have a reason to dust off £ 
their consoles and start playing . 

Once the alarm has been activated 
early on in the game, each location 
is lit by a pulsating, red hue 

The floating platform 
(above), although 
rather cliched, is now 
displayed in true 3D 
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I The Pandora Directive 

38 

Format: PC 
Publisher: Access 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: USA 

nteractivity is the key 
word in the the US 
CD-ROM development 
community. Likewise, 
'a high level of 
interactivity' is the 

phrase everyone clings to like a 
security blanket. Recently attending 
the NY press launch of The Pandora 
Directive, Edge was privy to a true 
Hollywood backslapping affair, 
bustling with US actors and sprinkled 
with references to the 'I' word. 
Atypically, the claims were vindicated. 

Following the ambitious but flawed 
· Under a Killing Moon, Utah-based 

Actors Involved Include (from bottom) Kevin McCarthy, Barry Corbin, 
Tanya Roberts, and Access's own Chris Jones who plays leading role 

The words 'interactive' and 'movie' 

have so far been mutually exclusive. 

Will Access' latest be any different? 

n.e Pandora Directive's realtlme 3D engine uses polygons Instead of 
skewed bitmaps for complete Immersion. It moves fairly smoothly, too 

developers Access ( Beachhead, 
Echelon, Leaderboard) have spent 
around three million dollars producing 
what it claims is the most interactive 
movie concept yet. Besides its 
pretensions to be far more than just a 
'search and watch' CD-ROM, the game 
features an exceptional realtime, yes 
realtime, 3D engine. Naturally, to 
capitalise on this a fast Pentium is 
needed, but even by contemporary 
standards it's relatively smooth, hi-res, 
and throws around some sumptuous 
I ightsourced scenery. 

Set in 2043, The Pandora 
Directive connects the 1947 Roswell 
UFO incident to the disappearance of 
the Mayan civilisation. Playing the 
role of PI Tex Murphy, the player 
negotiates a path through the game 
choosing one of three routes and 
facing one of seven endings. And, as 
with any interactive movie worth its 
salt, TPD features the usual bevy of 
under-exposed Hollywood acting 
'talent'. Barry Corbin ( Northern 
Exposure) and Tanya Roberts (View 
To A Kill; Sheena, Queen Of The 
Jungle) all lend their abilities to this 
point-and-click fest. 

Despite an interesting storyline and 
its obvious technical and artistic 
embellishments, it remains to be seen 
if The Pandora Directive will be 
undermined - as if often the case - by 
irritating puzzles and cheesy FMV. 
Traits that, so far at least, have m.ore 
in common with the interactive £ 
movie than interactivity. 

The use of effective 
texturing means that 
the locations take on 
a photorealistic look 



prescreen 

Super Mario RPG 

Many of Nintendo's star 
characters make cameo 
appearances (Yoshi, 
above) in cute mode 

Attacks and other 
battle actions are 
controlled via a 
simple interface (top) 

With the help of Square Soft, Nintendo's most eminent hero 

is being spoon-fed to an RPG audience taking its first steps 

Format: SFC 
Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: Nintendo 
/Square Soft 

Release date: March 
Origin: Japan 

lace Al Pacino and 
Robert de Niro on 
screen together, says 
one popular theory, 
and you'll surely 
witness the movie of 

their careers. It's the same line of 
thinking that assumes a joint venture 
between Nintendo and Square - in a 
game starring an equally famous 
Italian - cannot fai I to impress. 

Sliding between isometric action 
scenes and menu-driven battle 
sequences, Super Mario RPG drags 
the little plumber into realms of 
pseudo-3 D movement and pre-rendered 
pulchritude for a spot of rejuvenation 
prior to his 64bit debut. The 
trademark's iconography has been 
cleverly exploited - wooden mallets 
and koopa she I Is can be equipped as 
weapons and armour, for instance -
without losing its familiarity, or its 
simplistic appeal, in the process. 

However, those expecting Final 
Fantasy meets Super Mario World 
deep in Donkey Kong Country might 
have cause to reconsider when they 
discover SM RPG aims to introduce the 
younger player to console roleplaying. 

Creating an entry-level RPG means 
inevitable compromises. A toad-alike 
mushroom boy pops up on demand to 
explain every new aspect or skill, and 
a few bonus games even carry the 
whiff of 'edutainment', by encouraging 
the learning of musical notation and 
rhythm (staples of the steadfastly 
traditional Japanese primary 
education system). 

It was predictable that Rare's 
groundwork in ACM modelling would 
form the basis of other Nintendo titles, 
but first impressions might question its 
all-round application. Even with the 
help of an SA-1 chip to unpack 

The game Is targeted at a 
young, primary schooled, 
audience, and the graphics 
reflect this (caterpillar, right) 

compressed graphics data, the 
necessity of animating sprites with 
four to eight directions of movement 
swallows a hefty portion of the 32Mbit 
cartridge. How much game is squeezed 
into the remainder remains to be seen. 

It's hard to tell if an attempt to 
cater for the younger members of the 
Japanese household indicates shrewd 
business strategy or laudable devotion. 
In targeting a particular home market 
it eschews the 'all ages, all abilities' 
accessibility principle that has 
moulded Nintendo culture, and many 
older players may be unpleasantly 
surprised to find themselves £ 
excluded from the brief. 

SMRl'G crams the 32Mblt cart with masses of rendered isometric 3D 
graphics, posing the question, how much room Is left for gameplay? 
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I Zork Nemesis 
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The gorgeous, highly 
detailed, pre-rendered 
scenery can be scrolled 
through 360 degrees 

Format: PC CD-ROM 
Publisher: Activision 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: April 

Origin: US 

I}] espite the legendary status of 
the Zork series, Return to Zork 
faired badly when it was 

originally reviewed in E3. The 
combination of poor acting and overtly 
linear gameplay left many in some 
doubt about the validity of the new 
interactive movie genre. It's a doubt 
which remains to this day. 

Zork Nemesis promises 
professional actors, top hollywood 
production talent (including sometime 
X-Files director, Joe Napoltano) and 
an immersive plot - in an effort to 
restore faith in this condemned genre. 
The game is set in an unchartered 
section of the Zork universe named the 
Forbidden Lands: a surreal underworld 
where the 'Nemesis' has trapped five 
alchemists in suspended animation. 
After being sucked into the Forbidden 
Lands, you must learn the secrets of 
alchemy in order to revive the sleeping 
philosophers and ensure your escape. 

Hyperblade 

Running Man, Rollerball 
and Blade Runner must 
all have contributed to 
the 'dark future' look 

Format: PC CD-ROM 
Publisher: Activision 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: June 

Origin: US 

ne way of avoiding the usual 
licensing nightmares 
associated with developing 

sports sims is to make up a new sport 
and design a game from there, instead. 

That's what Activision have done 
with Hyperblade - a futuristic 
combination of Roller Ball, Hockey 
and Curling. Here, teams must use 
their 'jaks', or futuristic catching 
devices, to get the 'rok', or futuristic 
ball (Activision are really opening 
themselves up for some double 
entendres here) and lob it through the 
opposing team's goal. The action takes 
place in a huge arena where obstacles 
such as turnstiles, hurdles and trenches 

It's basically a point and click 
adventure employing standard 
interactive movie techniques (FMV, 
spooky soundtrack, etc), but doing so 
very well. The pre-rendered graphics 
are beautifully designed, and, thanks 
to Activision's z-vision technology, 
each scene can be scrolled through 
360 degrees for full examination. 

But will Zork Nemesis suffer from 
the limited gameplay so 
familiar to interactive movies? 
Only time will tell ... £ 

have been thrown in to make it a little 
more interesting. 

Visually, Hyperblade is shaping up 
to be pretty impressive. Activision 
have drafted in Rhythm and Hues, the 
design company responsible for Coca 
Cola's polar bear 
advert, to assist with 
the 30 textured 
arenas and team 
members. The latter 
look particularly 
good, benefiting from 
motion capture and 
over 36,000 frames 
of animation each. 
This over-abundance 
is a necessity - each 
team member is 
capable of dozens of 
special moves, including kicks, spins, 
flips and twists. 

With network and modem options 
thrown in, Hyperblade shows promise. 
The question is whether the PC can 
cope with a game obviously relying on 
speed and the quick manipulation of a 
large 30 environment. Previous 30 
titles have suggested not. £ 
Activision may prove otherwise. 

The game is set in a 
surreal world where the 
wicked Nemesis reigns . 
and gothic architecture 
seems highly popular 
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Hyperblade takes place 
in a huge arena bowl 
complete with jumps, 
trenches and traps 



Realtime graphics 
(above) aren't far from 
the quality of the 
prerendered type (top) 

Format: PlayStation 
Publisher: Riverhill Soft 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: Japan 

iverhill Soft, creator of the 
popular Japanese 3DO title 
Doctor Hauzer, is bringing 
its brand of Alone In The 

Dark-inspired gameplay to the 
PlayStation, in the form of Over 
Blood1 a futuristic sci-fi adventure. 

Waking in an Aliens-esque sleeping 
capsule after an accident forced its 
malfunction, the character you play 
has lost his memory. Your task at first 
is simply one of discovery, to find out 
what brought you here and why, but it 
soon develops into an investigation as 
you uncover a dead body. 

Over Blood's setting successfully apes classic sci•fi flicks such as 
Silent Running. These precarious sections are hugely atmospheric 

Wild Arms 

Though visually 
intense, combat is 
controlled via a simple 
interface (above) 

Format: PlayStation 
Publisher: SCE 

Developer: In-house 
Release date: TBA 

Origin: Japan 

hile 32bit gamers can play 
the best driving games, 
shoot 'em ups and sports 
simulations on their 

machines, they currently have to look 
back to Nintendo's 16bit platform to 
find the best examples of R PGs. 

The situation is set to change, 
however, with the arrival of a new 
strain of the breed in the form of 
Square Soft's Final Fantasy VII and 
Sony's Wild Arms. 

Delivered in a more conventional 
fashion than Square's effort - for the 
most part the action is viewed in strict 
top-down style, compared to FF VII's 
wildly varied viewpoints, for example -
Wild Arms sets up a fairly typical plot: 

prescreen 

Over Blood 
The major difference between Over 

Blood and the likes of Alone In The 
Dark is that Riverhill's game offers 
three types of view: 'Eye' (presenting 
the action from your character's direct 
field of vision), 'Follow' 
(where the game 
'camera' positions itself 
just behind the player) 
and 'Sight' (which 
automatically flips 
between various vantage 
points a la Alone) . All 
are interchangeable 
during play. 

Over Blood's playing 
area is a futuristic 
complex spread over 
five levels containing 60 
labs filled with hi-tech 
research equipment, 
recreational furnishings and 
vegetation. This, coupled with the 
arrival of a second playable character 
later in the game, sees Over Blood 
threatening to rival Capcom's 
Biohazard. Hopefully, Riverhill's 
relative lack of experience won't £ 
be to the game's detriment. 

Falgia, the game world, has been 
afflicted with disease, monsters roam 
freely within ,ts realms, and it is on 
the verge of an invasion from a 
powerful enemy force. In charge of 
three heroes - Zack, Cecelia and 
Roddy, the leader of 
the party whose 
mechanical arm gives 
the game its title -
your aim is, in true 
RPG style, to save 
the land from ruin. 

While the main 
game allows for 
several Zelda-type 
actions, such as 
lifting and pushing 
objects, the combat 
mode is firmly turn
based and thus less 
interactive. During battles textured 
polys are used, the camera sweeping 
around the scene as both weapon
based and magical attacks are 
exchanged between opposing parties. 

Though lacking the lavish appeal of 
Square's efforts, Wild Arms wi 11 

nevertheless be welcomed by the army 
of fans so far starved of quality £ 
32bit RPGs. 

While the 'Follow' view 
(above) is the clearest, 
the 'Sight' view (top) is 
far more dramatic 

Wild Arms' enemies 
come in a variety of 
shapes and sizes, with 
abilities to match 
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Psy-Q 
The inilustry leader 
in games console development systems 

OFFERS SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS More choice 
More target systems 

More host environments 

= MORE 
= 
= POWER 

A bold statement, but one 
Psy-Q Development Systems have made 

PC Compatible or our Silicon Graphics Indigo or Indy 2 
host environments within Windows 95™, DOS or 
X-Windows for PlayStation and Saturn Super-Consoles. 

Custom CD Rom emulation hardware - New Standalone 
Generic CD Emulators or target specific CD emulation for 

both PlayStation & Saturn. rr 
Practically NO LIMIT on the size of your project, ha , die 
multi-megabyte symbol files and hundreds of soura:e files 
with ease - You'll never have to worry about yo •· r 
development system running out of steam halfway 
through your next chart busting sensation. 

WINDOWS 95™ / .x.WINDOWS DEBUGGERS -
ORGANISE your workspace using any number of 
overlapping views and split non-overlapping panes,. 
pop-up menus, keyboard short-cuts, tool buttons, lll lly 
customisable look-and-feel including colour schemes, 
fonts and layouts, plus a total project lnformati , n 
utility which remembers your layout preferences an<JI 
system state plus much, much more. 

If that wasn't enough now you can eradicate the hassle 
of actually setting your system up as Psy-Q systems are 
now available PRE-ASSEMBLED and supplied wittii high 
specification PC's or Silicon Graphics workstations. 

Further information contact: 
Psy-Q Sales 

Psygnosis Limited 
Napier Court 

Wavertree Technology Park 
Liverpool L13 1HD England 

tel: +44 (0)151 282 3000 
fax: +44 (0)151 282 3300 

email: psyq@psygnosis.co.uk 

Clleck SN Systems' web site at 
http://www.snsys.com 













Issues 1-8 
Sold out 

Issue 9 
June 1994 

News Taos, a global, multi-format 
Operating System, is drafted ' 
Prescreen Doom on the Jaguar and 
Theme Park entertains on the PC 
Testscreen Beat 'em ups aplenty with 
Art of Fighting 2 (Neo Geo) and Fatal 
Fury 2 (PC Engine) 
Features Edge talks to Sega's Yu 
Suzuki about Virtua Fighter and Daytona 

Issue 10 
July 1994 

News Early conjecture arises over a 
Nintendo 32bit console. 
Prescreen 3DO showcases Jurassic 
Park and Doctor Hauzer and Edge visits 
Origin, the source of Wing Commander 
Testscreen 3DO Wing Commander is 
reviewed and EA's Pacific Strike scores 
well for the PC 
Features Is 3DO Dead On Arrival? 
Trip Hawkins answers back. Also, 
Edge exposes the incompatibilities 
inherent in videogaming technology 

Issues 11-13 
Sold out 

Issue 14 
November 1994 

News A full report from the ECTS 
Previews Ridge Racer first appears on 
PlayStation against Clockwork Knight and 
Panzer Dragoon on Saturn 
Reviews Doom II smashes onto the PC 
Features Edge crosses the Channel 
to visit French developers. Also, An 
Audience With Peter Molyneux, genius 
behind the world-class titles of Bullfrog 

Issue 18 
Janilil'Y 

News Sony give final details and ' 
specifications of PlayStation 
Prescreen Tekken and Starblade make' 
an impact on PlayStation 
T estscreen /Jtt/e Big Adventure shows 
what can be achieved with a PC and a 
CD-ROM drive 
Features Saturn is exposed - from the 
hardware specifications to the history 
of Sega's misunderstood ga~~x 

Issue 17 

T estscreen VF sc 
but Ridge Racer steals 
Features Full story behind PlaySta'. ,• 
plus the future for home entertainment 

Issue 18 
March199S 

News Full report from CES show 
Prescreen Edge visits AM2 
T estscreen Toh Shin Den on PS and 
Clockwork Knight on Saturn 
Features Edge chronicles the life of 
the PC; and accounts the rise, fall and 
rise (and fall?) of Atari 

Issue 19 
Aprll199S 

tlge ;§ a magazine that liQgers on 
newsag~nts'' S~Glves for long. And SO, for 
any 9~e ~he; Has missed a few issues, here 
is the Ji;rte~ chance to complete the set ... 

June 1995 
News Toy makers Hasbro announce 
details of a VR unit for use in the home. 
Third-party M2 support grows 

Features 3DO's history is 
documented, from the joint group of 
developers, to plans for M2 

Back issues cost £5 each, or £4 each for two or more 
(including postage & packing). 

The Edge slipcase (left) is the ideal way to protect 
your copies. Each one holds a 
year's worth of Edge and 
costs just £6. 

To order, send the coupon 
below, with a cheque/PO 
made payable to Future 
Publishing, to: 
Edge Back Issues, Future 
Publishing, FREEPOST 
BS4900, Somerton, Somerset 
TA116BR 

NB: Issues one t0 eight, 
en, twelve, thirteen and 
~ are sold out. 
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" J I' "'¾, July 1995 
News Prob~ ms dog Ultra 64 as 

Production falls behind schedule. Atari 
4' ~!>._ 

announces the release ,of forthcoming 
Jaguar VR headset '\ 
Prescreen Edge visit$-Bullfrog, perhaps 
the world's best game designers, to find 
out about Dungeon Keeper, fv1agic 
Carpet 2, and Syndicate Wars 
T estscreen Full Throttle shows 1 
lucasArts still dominate the 'point and 
click' action adventure 
Features linking up PlayStations -
Edge looks at the potential. Japanese 
RPGs enter the nineties 

Issue 23 
August 1995 

N~ws Sega sneaks out Saturn units in 
the US before the official launch date 
Prescreen WiP,eout unleashes 
PlayStation's true potential. Plus, Edge 
talks to Geoff Crammond, author of The 
Sentinel and Stunt Car Racer about his 
new racer, FI GP2 
Testscreen Star Trek TNG materialises 
on the PC 
Features Sega draws up its attack plans. 
Commodore's history is chronicled 

Issue 24 
September 1995 

News M2 technology picks up speed 
Prescreen Tekken 2 and Loaded make 
first appearances 
Testscreen 3D Realms' Terminal 
Velocity impresses on the PC and Virtua 
Fighter Remix improves on the original 
Features An explanation of the 
techniques involved in motion capture 

lssue,25 
October 1995 

News Developers get their hands on 
Ultra 64 technology 
Prescreen Edge profiles Scavenger, 
developers of the aw, esome Q..titJe, 
Into The Shadows and Sa; ttd:f\ 
breaRers sloiaie; ; nd Amok -

Order c 
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Issue nine 

Issue sixteen 

Issue nineteen 

Issue twenty-two 

Issue twenty-five 

Issue twenty-eight 

Issue thirty-one 

Issue 26 Issue 30 
November 1995 

News Full report from ECTS 
Prescreen Doom follow-up, Quake, · 
showcased, as is Capcom's a,ka·Res~ te~n:'.t:-,,.. ;~~ 
Evil A 
TestscreerrYoshi's lslarfd show 

makes an appearance on the Mac, and 
Star Fighter breathes life into 3DO 
Revi,ws Loaded shows fiayStation can 
do overhead maze gamllf 
Features How does game Al work? 
Edge hi s~ I details 

( . 

Issue 28 
"8uary1996 

~ News 3DO sells out for$ 1'00.Ql, U64 
l slips to '96 and Apple release 3D' c:a~ 
\'Prescreen Resident Eyil lqoks set to 

start the Capcom re 'vat,, ., 
Testscreen Satur 2 amaze$':~ 
Features Videogame violence is 
exposed and Edg~ talks to the 

marketi~ffvtn,Pebind the launch 
Saturn, , ayStation and 3DO 

Testscreen PlayStation's ultra-realistic 
Total NBA brings basketball to 32bit and 
Marathon 2 shows the Mac is more than 
just a desktop publishing computer. 
Defender 2000 uses Ol)e of Jaguar's few 
remaining nine lives 
Features Jhey are the most influential 
players in the'videogames industry -
Edge catalogues the top 50 movers and 
shakers in interactive entertainment. 
'Plus, Jeremy Smith, managing director of 
Core design, speaks out 
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After a rocky few years in the 16bit wilderness, premier 
Japanese software company, Konami, has been given the 
32bit kiss of life. Edge explores the making of an empire ... 



-----,--• ince its formation on 21 
II[__~ March, 1969, Konami Co, 
a.;..I Ltd has enjoyed a position 
which most other Japanese-based 
entertainment companies can only 
dream of. Entering the videogames 
market at around the same time as 
its Japanese peers, Namco and 
Taito, 1979 saw its first dabblings 
come to fruition, and by the mid
eighties it had become a major 
force both in the coin-op sphere 
(with worldwide smashes such as 
the Track and Field series) and in 
the home market (with a range of 
high-profile releases for the MSX 
range of computers). 

As one of the first six third
party licensees for the NES (along 
with the likes of Capcom, Hudson 
and Bandai), Konami 's work on 
Nintendo's 8bit console proved to 
be its making, its earnings growing 
from $ I Orn in 1987 to $300m in 
1991 (including an astonishing 
2,500% increase in sales between 
1989 and 1991 alone) - largely 
thanks to the Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles games, released on its 
subsidiary label, Ultra. 

The Turtles experience 
hurtled Konami to become the 
largest NES licensee, the 
eighth largest software 
publisher, and the ninth 
largest toy company in 
the US. Arcade 
business was still :,.. , 

relatively brisk, A/·.'" and the company 
1

~ .. 

was in a -1 
· 

dominant '·· 
position. 

In the / 
years that followed, / .ail 
however, Capcom, 
Sega and Namco 
began to flex their muscles on the 
coin-op scene, while Konami 
struggled to replicate the earlier 
successes it had enjoyed with 
games such as Gryzor, Green Beret 
and the Gradius series. Console 
production remained as illustrious 
as ever, but without a license as 
lucrative as the Turtles, it fell to 
novel ideas to propel its fortunes. 

They didn't. 
After writing off £90m of 

stock (mostly in the US), Konami 
posted major losses at the end of 
its financial year on 31 March, 
1995. In the meantime the 

Compan 

Konami's early coin-op releases were mainly action-heavy shoot 'em ups. 
Clockwise from top left: Thundercross, Gryzor and the Japan-only Grad/us Ill 

company had invested its R&D 
efforts in 32bit platforms, while 
also rethinking its arcade approach 
in an effort to take on Sega and 
Namco at their own game. 

The fruits of these toils are 
slowly coming to bear, with recent 
coin-ops picking up significant 

attention in Japan and a 
selection of 
impressive-looking 

original PlayStation and 
Saturn games on their 

way. The 
recently formed 
development 
facility based in 

Chicago also 
bears witness to 

Konami's dedication to 
&D, leaving the company poised 

to reaffirm its position as a world 
leader in videogame 
entertainment. 

Edge visited Konami 's 
Japanese headquarters in 
T oranomon, in the centre of 
Tokyo, to speak with Nagata 
Akihiki, the company's 
general manager. 

Edge Konami has a long history of 
creating videogames. How did you 
enter the industry? 
NA We began at first as an arcade 
company. When the first home 
consoles came out - or more 
specifically Nintendo's Famicom 
[known as the NES in the west] -
we started developing software. 

We want to sell product that 
customers can enjoy. It's our 
primary rule. 
Edge What were Konami's first 
arcade releases? 
NA First, if I remember rightly, 
there was a game called Dom, and 
maybe G-End, a copy of Space 
Invaders. At that time we were 
specialising in shooting games, 
bazooka or tennis games. 
Technically speaking, we used a lot 
of the scrolling techniques in our 
first games. 
Edge How about your early 
16bit games? 
NA That's difficult . . . We did 
more than 50 titles. As far as sales 
go, the biggest hit was TMNT 
[Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles], but 
that was released on numerous 

Konami's headquarters (left), situated In the heart of 
Tokyo. General manager Nagata Akihlki (right) 
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Konaml has 
updated Track & 
Field with coin-ops, 
Combat School 
(top) and the rare 
Konami 88 (above) 

~ platforms. If you took 
.......- all versions together, 

KONAMI we maybe sold around 
5,000,000 units 

worldwide, mostly in the US - a 
good figure for a game developed 
in Japan. 
Edge R&D is a big part of game 
development these days. How 
many people does Konami have in 
this field? 
NA In the whole group, around 
900 work in R&D, representing 
roughly 70% of the total Konami 
staff. We have centres in Kobe, 
Osaka, two centres in Tokyo, and 
different centres in Yokohama, 
such as Zama. Outside Japan we 
also have offices in Chicago. 
Consumer [console] games are 
made in Tokyo and Osaka without 
any consideration for a platform -
the first thing we decide is the kind 
of game to make, rather than 
which platform to write for. 
Arcade development takes place in 
Zama and Kobe and we also 
develop games in Chicago. 
Edge Among the 32bit formats, 
for which hardware does Konami 
produce the most? 
NA Our strategy is to develop 
one title and convert it for all 
platforms. We might develop first 
on the PlayStation, Saturn or 3DO 
- there's no specific rule. 
Whatever the game, our intention 
is for the consumer to enjoy it on 
his own platform. We do consider 
hardware sales, because they're 
important to us, and soon we are 
going to stop developing for one 
platform in particular. 
Edge But there must be one 
favoured platform for game 
development? 
NA Presently we are developing 

50% of our games 
on 16bit, mainly 
Super Famicom 
[SNES], and the 
other 50% on 
32bit platforms. 
But we are slowly 
drifting toward 
32bit. And maybe 
64bit soon ... 
Edge Konami 
has a reputation 
for producing 

cute (kawai, in Japanese) games. 
NA True, we do excel in that 
field, but we also create good 

Konami's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle license proved Incredibly lucrative 
(coin-op version, above left). Its 32bit RPG, Densoo Suikoden (above right) 

shooting and action games. 
Recently, we have been interested 
in RPG or simulation games. 
Generally, however, Konami cover 
all games - sports, adventure, etc. 
Edge You recently produced the 
PlayStation RPG, Genso Suikoden. 
ls this an area Konami is moving 
into heavily? 
NA Yes, we are beginning to make 
more RPGs. Suikoden isn't the first 
RPG we've done, but the previous 
ones weren't too successful. 
We're more confident this time! 
Edge Your 32bit software has 

the moment, 32bit and 16bit 
represent about half of our 
production, but soon 32bit will 
cover about 80%. 
Edge What is your policy abroad ? 
NA We have the same policy as in 
Japan, but, of course, the culture is 
very different. There are some 
Japanese games we cannot release 
worldwide because they are too 
specific to the home market -
Goemon, Parodius and games which 
use traditional Japanese characters, 
for example. Abroad, we release a 
game according to that market -

16bit consoles will survive for 
between a year and a year-and-a· 
half. Next autumn, they will be rare 

included fairly unadventurous 
conversions of the Parodius series. 
How are these going to develop? 
NA Concerning the content of the 
game, it will not change very much. 
Our main concern is to make the 
game available to owners of 
different platforms, rather than 
changing the game's content. We 
don't know yet if we are going to 
make any original Parodius games 
just for the Playstation or Saturn. 
We are thinking about it, but we 
want first to release big-hit arcade 
games on home consoles. Twin Bee 
is a little bit different - we are 
developing other games, an RPG, 
for example, around the main 
character from the original. 
Edge But the 16bit situation in 
Japan is on the decline? 
NA I think they will survive for 
between a year and a year-and-a
half. In my opinion, next autumn 
SFC software will become rare. At 

Nagata Akihiki , general manager, Konami 

Konaml's '96 line-up Is diverse, 
with action title, Project Overkill 
(top) joining sports games such 
as Konami Unks (above) 



sports games, for example, are 
numerous in Europe. 
Edge How are you finding the 
home market of late? 
NA The home consumer market 
has really improved, mainly 
because of the arrival of 32bit 
hardware. We see no reason to 
change our marketing policy, but 
from now on we are going to 
make more original games. 
Edge Finally, have you plans for 
Nintendo 64 development? 
NA Oh yes, absolutely! 

Although . 
Capcom might 

contest this, Konami believes itself 
to be back in the top three 
coin-op manufacturers in the 
world (after Namco and Sega), and 
it has achieved this by moving into 
the realms of three-dimensional 
games using dedicated cabinets. 

Konami's development centre 
in Kobe is dedicat~d to arcade 
R&D. This sizeable facility, which 
houses around 200 staff, produces 
about half-a-dozen coin-ops each 

Concerning the game world, it all 
takes place in the near future - we 
wanted to use the same world as 
[PC Engine and Mega CD game] 
Snatcher, so the world was dark 
and grim. Next time we are going 
to use a world that's more clear. 
Edge What was the most difficult 
part in creating the game? 
TF Perfecting the driving sensation 
was probably the hardest element. 
The sync between game and 
hardware was also difficult to get 
jus~right.-
Edge"How many worked on the 
Speed King project ? 
TF Working from our Kobe 
centre, the entire project took 
around 20 people. 

. Edge Does Speed King use a 
dedicated arcade board, and if so, 
wh1cttone? 
TF We are using a custom board 
made especially. The main 
processor is 32bit. Next year we 
are going to use a new 64bit 
processor, but we cannot say the 
name yet. We are also going to 
use some new semi-conductors 

Compan 

Konami Computer Entertainment president, Kitaue Kazuml 
(left) and Speed King creator, Tanaka Fumihaki (right) 

TF Both technologies must be 
improved together, For example in 
computer technology, not only has 
CISC been improved to RISC 
chips, but also compilers are more 
advanced. Concerning mapping 
techniques, we will soon be going 
from mipmap-mapping to bump
mapping. But we do not use bump
mapping for Speed King. 

As well . 
as making plans to 

move into the PC market, Konami 
has created a new publishing 
sub-label, Konami XXL Sports 
Series, dedicated to tapping the 

Speed King, a futuristic racing game wltb more than a passing resemblance to Psygnosis' Wipeout, is Konami's most ambitious coin-op yet, 
featuring an enclosed AS1-style cockpit which seats two players. The machine's fierce hydraulic movements have attracted a lot of attention 

year, mainly in the point-and-shoot 
mould of games such as the 
threeplayer Crypt Killers - it was 
here that I 993's successful Lethal 
Enforcers was born. 

Edge spoke to the Kobe 
centre's Technical Research 
Department manager, Tanaka 
Fumihaki. 

Edge How did Konami's racing 
game, Speed King, begin its life? 
TF First and foremost we wanted 
to make a racing game. Eleven 
years ago we did a driving game 
called WEC Le Mans, where the 
player could turn through 360 
degrees. Based on this concept, we 
decided to make Speed King. 

for our future boards. The 
software will be of a higher quality 
than that in Midnight Run. 
Edge Are you satisfied with Speed 
King as an end product? 
TF Well, I wanted to use oil shock 
absorbers, but because the game 
would be in game centres we were 
not able to use oil. So, instead we 
used air shock absorbers, which 
are cleaner. Of course, the 
response was then different, 
making it difficult for us to link 
dampening with graphics. 
Sometimes the body feeling and 
graphics weren't in sync. 
Edge You say the software 
technology will be improved, but 
what about cabinet technology? 

enormous Western market that 
exists for games of this nature. 

Edge visited the company's 
Jimbocho development centre, 
where most of its non-coin-op 
games are created, and met the 
president of Konami Computer 
Entertainment, Kitaue Kazumi. 

Edge What sort of work goes on 
in Konami's Jombocho centre? 
KK Here, we're mainly working 
on PlayStation and Saturn games, 
and we are also doing some PC 
games. We haven't started work 
on N64 games yet, but they are in 
our plans. 

For the European market we 
have done Winning Eleven and NBA 
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In The Zone. For the 
Japanese market we've 
been wol'.'king on 
Genso Suikoden, NBA 

KONAMI Power Dunkers and 
Snatcher, all for the 

PlayStation. We have been doing 
some typically Japanese games for 
the Saturn such as Tokimeki 
Memorial and Chibi Maruko. They 
are games for young students. 
Edge Why does development take 
place first on the PlayStation, and 
then on Saturn afterwardsl 
KK The PlayStation development 
tools were done before the 
Saturn's, and we began our 
contract with Sega around a year 
after Sony. It has only been a 
question of schedule, nothing 
more. Now, we are going to 
develop according to the market 
trends. If the Saturn is more 
successful we will develop on that. 
looking at the European and US 

Konami's Jlmbocho centre (right) houses the·COtnpany's 
Japanese console development faclllty( left) and Its 
rather cramped game testing".;;. (top left) 

market, the PlayStation seems to 
have a better position than the 
Saturn, so we must censider this 
when we are developing. 
Eclge Js ~fl~ffli rrrore keen 'on 

"original games "Gr "confersions? 
KK We are developing some 
original games and we are also 
doing coin-op conversions and 
sequels to games on other 
formats. Until now, our jobs were 
made easy by developing series 
and conversions, which 
represented a large number of our 
developments before. From now, 
we are going to make more 
original software for a dedicated 

Konaml's Haunted Castle coin-op Is 
the precursor to the forthcoming 
PlayStatlon tltle Castlevanla XX 

platform. Genso Suikoden is a 
good example. 
Edge So there's no danger that 
you are specialising in PlayStation 
software too muchl 
KK In terms of number of games, 
after Namco, we are the second 
largest game producer for the 
PlayStation. For the Saturn, except 
for Sega of course, we are the first 
game developer. We are in a good 

position for both platforms. 
Edge So all games are g~ng ffi 
appear on Saturn an91ayStaflQfll 
KK The PlayStation"s strong point 
is of course its<polygon-handling 
a'?J,llties;""'°'Fhe Saturn has different 
characteristics - we've. developed 
a soccer game and a basketball 
game for the PlayStation in full 30 
and we've been doing some 
preliminary tests to see if we can 
develop these on the Saturn. 
lfcfge )}\[re tiling ttre new 
~aturh ~ e 1Seia, ~h(phics 
l.lbracy · {SGL.)'-
KK Yes, we are using it despite its 
great number ofjugs (laughs). 
Basically, the c9ncept of the 
Saturn's new ©S and PlayStation 
development tools are the same. 
But the Saturn development tools 
need a little bit of work. 
lfdge ~ich types of game are 
moSt "popular in Japanl 
KK Si"}ll lations and RPGs are the 
most ijOpular. So, next year we 
woulcf like to develop some RPG 
titles/ but it is not easy. Working 
in-house, it took us two years to 

make Genso Suikoden, compared to 
only six months for the average 
shooting game. 
Edge PlayStation owners will be 
looking forward to the new 
Dracula XX. Is it being produced 
at Jimbochol 
KK Yes, we're doing it here. It has 
actually developed into an action 
RPG, rather than just an action 
game - the player will have to use 
his head. A CGI intro has also 

8bit Famicom, eight years ago, if I 
rememoer rightly. Since then it has 
been rpleased on PC Engine, PC 
Sharp ~68000, coin-op, Super 
Fami~om and Mega Drive. In sales 
terms, the first disk system version 

Saturn, PlayStation and N64 - will 
end up with a third of the market. 
No system will be the big winner. 
All the systems out there are fine 
for the individual user - their 
success will depend purely on the 
quality of the games for the 
hardware. Of course, PlayStation 
and Saturn prices are also getting 
closer to the N64 launch price -
the average price is now around 
¥25,000, but it should drop 
further. N64 software will £ 
be, of course, dearer. ... ~ ... ~~-~.~ .. ~~~-~ ..... ~~~.~ ... ~ .. ~ •.............................................................. 
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With three multi-platform games currently in 
development, a brilliant license to exploit and 
some incredible equipment to play around 
with, Ocean's new in-house development 
team, Tribe, looks set to become a prominent 
force in the wildly expanding next gen games 
scene. Edge braves the bitter Manchester 
weather and mad inner city one way system 
on a quest called 'Tribe' 

n an attempt to illustrate the 
exclusivity of Ocean HQ's 
Manchester locale, Andy Hughes, 
the company's product marketing 
manager, points out a large building 
across the canal. 'Jason Orange 

lives there,' he says, recalling the day Take That 
announced their split and dozens of teenage girls 
stood outside and wailed inconsolably. 

Until recently, Castlefield was one of the city's 
bleaker corners - a post industrial waste land of 
derelict warehouses, crumbling viaducts and 
suspiciously bubbling canals. Now it's all being 
refurbished. The canals have been drained for 
cleaning, the warehouses have been rebuilt and the 
area is finally a cosmopolitan home to, amongst many 
others, a software industry giant and a soon to be 
ex-popstar. 

The revival of the landscape surrounding Ocean 
handily reflects the company's own renaissance. In 
the 8bit days, after a spate of excellent titles which 
gave the company heavy financial clout, it was famous 
for dire licensed products - titles such as Knight 

Tribe team Leaders (from left to right), Andy Gavin, Warren Lancashire, Nigel 'Pig' 
Kershaw, Gerald Weatherup and Mark Ripley pose outside Ocean's Manchester 
Headquarters. The inspiration for HMS Carnage's industrial look becomes obvious 

Rider, V and Miami Vice were churned out at an 
alarming rate, written by tiny, external programming 
teams and aimed at a then naive audience. 

Luckily, things changed. Ocean went on to 
produce quality titles like Parallax and Batman, and 
set up a precursive in-house team, with Gary 
Bracey as manager, which created several successful 
games for the 16bit consoles (including The Addams 
Family and Jurassic Park). 

However, when it came to developing for the 
next gen formats, Ian Turnbull, head of software 
development ( drafted in six months before Bracey 
left), knew the company's present internal setup 
would not suffice - a new team had to be created. 
'There was no chorus of angels shining forth from 
the heavens above with the ultimate plan,' says Ian on 
the ideas behind Tribe. 'Basically, we knew the jump 
from 8/ 16bit technology to 32164bit technology was 
going to be a big one. We also knew the existing way 
Ocean worked was not suitable for the quality of 
product we envisaged. I could see a more 
professional, structured way of working was needed, 
that allowed creativity to come through.' 

The final plan was to divide the team into 
separate, self-managing groups who would then work 
on different projects. Now, each group has a team 
leader, lead programmer and designer. 'Most 
importantly,' Turnbull points out, 'each of these 
positions is filled by an active member of the team -
we do not have wasted management.' The self
managing aspect was critical, as Turnbull says, 'Too 
many companies feel they need to overtly control 
the creative talent by installing layers of directors, 
assistant directors, producers, etc, none of whom 
understand the creative process - just think of poor 



The oxymoronically•titled Dawn of Darlmess offers a diverse range of gloomy settings and equally gloomy baddies -
the undead middle-aged woman (above right) is particularly attractive. There's also the usual selection of weapons 
including a shotgun (top left), an Uzi (top right) and a handgun (above left), The zombies tend to stick to hammers 

Leonardo sitting in his attic in front of his canvas, 
brush in hand, with a producer saying 'no, no, no, the 
mouth is all wrong. What kind of smile is that? It 
won't work, you need teeth - loads of shiny teeth. 
Trust me Leo, I know.' 

The 'no interfering executives' rule definitely 
appears to be in operation. As one team leader, 
Nigel 'Pig' (don't ask- Edge didn't) Kershaw, 
says, 'The great thing about working at Ocean is that 
you don't have 27 producers constantly looking over 
your shoulder and saying, 'I think you should do it 
like this' that so typifies the industry ... we get to 
keep everyone sweating.' 

Spending time developing 'strong, solid game 
designs' is another important aspect of Tribe's 
development philosophy. 'Text designs begin six 
months before coding even starts,' says Turnbull, 
'followed up with full storyboarding and map design.' 
There's none of this 'Wow, we've made some lovely 
graphics, let's release them as a new title ... Doh! We 
forgot about gameplay.' As Kershaw continues, 
'Ocean have the foresight to give us time and money, 
to allow people to sit down, have a good think, and 
come up with something that is (hopefully) .a good 
product, rather than rushing a sub-standard product 
out to fill a product window.' A refreshing, if 
somewhat idealistic approach to software 
development. Who knows, maybe it will catch on. 

So, over the past two years, Ocean has been 
building up a formidable and proudly 'middle 
managementless' in-house team. Programmers, set 

designers, musicians, artists, modellers and pure 
mathematicians have all been recruited, and 
according to the ethos behind the team, all get a say 
in what happens. The tribe is now SO-strong and, 
according to Ian Turnbull, it's still growing. 

Out of h t e 

three titles currently 
in development, 
Dawn of Darkness is 
definitely the one 
closest to 
completion. It's 
basically a Doom 
clone, but, as 
Turnbull says 
(exempt of irony), 
with the emphasis 
placed on horror 
and gore. The 
setting is highly 
reminiscent of a George Romero zombie film. It's 
2095 and the human race has been destroyed by an 
army of exhumed undead warriors lead by a pleasant 
character called Mundae. Most of the human race 
have been turned into vicious zombies, apart from a 
small group of survivors. No prizes for guessing 
which side the player is on. 

Dawn of Darkness has several notable features, 
despite its standard first-person shoot 'em up tag. 

- 61 
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Along with many other titles that make up the latest 
batch of Doom clones, DoD is a true 3D experience. 
The player controls the ingame character with both 
the cursor keys and the mouse - one directing body 
movement, one directing the character's head. In this 
way, it is possible to walk in one direction while 
looking anywhere you want. 

It feels a little strange to begin with, but soon 
becomes intuitive and necessary. Unlike many of its 
competitors, the ability to look up and down is a vital 
part of Dawn of Darkness. Some enemies are too 
small to be shot at in the default, looking straight 

ahead, view, and some can fly, meaning attacks from 
above have to be anticipated. 

Most impressive is the level of graphical detail 
on show. Each location is full of small visual features 
(flashing lights on control panels, neon signs) which 
add much to the realism, and therefore the 
atmosphere, of the game. To prevent this from 
causing slow down, the programmers employ MIP
mapping techniques so the level of graphical detail is 
graded in relation to how close the player is. 

Dawn of Darkness also boasts a huge range of 
highly divergent locations ranging from shopping 
malls (a la Day of the Dead) and car parks to rat 
infested sewers. The choice of settings goes a long 
way to accentuating the 'horror movie' feel of the 
game, as does the eerie darkness that envelops the 
game. Furthermore, the area available to explore is 
massive - apparently the city, where much of the 
action takes place, is actually the size of London -
and the player can visit all qf it. 

Out of step with current video game thought, 
the team responsible for DoD have chosen to draw 
the enemies (a motley collection of alarmingly 
repulsive zombies) as sprites, rather than building 
them as complex polygon models. 'We did it to keep 
the speed of the engine up,' explains Turnbull. 'The 
characters you ' re up against are all 2D sprites but in 
a 3D environment. They're the highest resolution 
sprites that anybody's done so far - most of them 
are 96x96 pixels, in most other games they'll be 
smaller - 60x60.' 



There are more features beginning to emerge. 
The game employs 'interactive lighting', for instance, 
which means many light sources can be switched on 
or off, or destroyed by the player. This adds an extra 
element to those frenzied fire fights - one stray shot 
could plunge the action into absolute darkness. 

Furthermore, in one player mode, the player 
doesn't have to tackle the game alone - his character 
commands a small unit of computer-controlled 
marines who communicate with him via an intercom 
system. They can be dispatched to unexplored areas 
and will report back if they get into trouble or find 
something interesting. 

One more thing - out of the 20 or so different 
enemies, one is a huge, fat, middle-aged women in a 
horrible dress who spits corrosive ectoplasm at you. 
It's like being attacked by an undead Roseanne 
Arnold. Just a taster of what to expect . .. 

Indeed, Tribe seem to have a talent for weird 
ideas. The provisionally-titled HMS Carnage, for 
example, is a 30 flight shoot 'em up set on Mars in 
an alternate future. Admittedly, that in itself is not 
particularly weird for the videogames world. 
However, this alternative future just happens to be a 
surreal representation of what things may have been 
like if the Victorians had rejected electricity and 
stuck with technologies and ideas with which they 
were already comfortable. 

Hence, the surface of Mars is now populated by 
steam-driven land vehicles and, even better, the skies 
are filled with elastic band-powered aircraft. Even the 

Steam-driven tanks (top) and elastic band-powered aircraft (above). Tribe were not 
aiming for stark realism when they formulated the concepts behind HMS Carnage 

inhabitants of the planet have retained all the quirks 
and mannerisms of their Victorian forefathers. 
Imagine the works of Jules Verne and HG Wells 
crossed with Those Magnificent Men in their Flying 
Machines, Biggles and the William Gibson novel, The 
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Difference Engine, and you're some way to 
understanding the look and feel of the t itle. 

In a sense, the bizarre scenario comes out of 
Tribe's frustration with formulaic American game 
themes. As team Leader on the project 'Pig' Kershaw 
points out, 'We wanted to come up with a 
completely new story, rather than the usual 'Jack, the 
all-American hero, saves the universe yet again from 
the hordes of Gribbly', or whatever. Instead, we 
went for something quintessentially English - basically 
we took the Victorians, and all the really cool 
imperial stereotypes, and stuck them on Mars.' 

The weirdness doesn't stop there. For once, the 
baddies are not evil space aliens, but a 'nation of 
exiled European nobles' called the barons. As 
Kershaw elaborates, 'All the bad guys are your 

Despite the restraining 
limits of Victorian 
technology, the designers 
of HMS Carnage managed 
to come up with a huge 
collection of eccentric 
vehicles. The 3D engine 
they inhabit is fast and 
beautifully smooth 

typically Teutonic, spike-helmeted characters flying 
around in zeppelins . . . but they're definitely not 
German. Oh no ... Germany is an important market!' 

At the moment the game is little more than a 
collection of off-the-wall ideas and an accomplished 
3D engine. The latter is enough, however, to show 
off the beautifully drawn, undulating martian 
landscape and some of the strange hybrid vehicles -
including HMS Carnage herself, a massive space
travelling dreadnought. Impressively, aircraft 
movement is incredibly smooth, despite the detailed, 
textured backgrounds. 

As for inspiration, Edge asked where the idea 
to use Victorian technology came from. 'Look out of 
the window,' Kershaw replies, staring out at the 
miles and miles of gloomy Victorian/industrial 
architecture, 'this is Manchester for fuck's sake!' 

Ocean being Ocean, a license had to pop up 
somewhere, and luckily it's a good one. Through an 
exclusive deal with cartoon giant, Hanna Barbera, 
Tribe has acquired the rights to use all of the 
company's most famous characters, including Fred 
Flintstone, Scooby Doo and Penelope Pitstop. The 
result: Pandemonium. 

Pandemonium is a 2D point-and-click adventure, 
described by team leader, Gerald Weatherup, as a 



fully-fledged interactive cartoon. The storyline is 
pretty simple: Fred Fl intstone, accompanied by the 
likes of Shaggy and Scooby-Doo, must locate and 
destroy the evil Dick Dastardly's sound removal 
machine - a device capable of sucking all the sounds 
out of cartoon land. As expected, there are dozens 
of puzzles to solve and, in a style reminiscent of 
LucasArts' best t itles, dozens of FMV sequences to 
view along the way. 

Although little is known about the plot, it is 
clear much is being done to capture the visual 
essence of the Hanna Barbera world. Taking 
advantage of a lull in the cartoon animation 
employment market, Tribe has been able to recruit 
animators and artists from companies like Disney and 
Cosgrove Hall to give Pandemonium a cartoon look. 
Even more impressive is the fact that the game is 
being created using techniques and technology taken 
straight from the world of animation (see boxout). 

But not content with capturing the correct 
visuals, Tribe has also acquired Hanna Barbera's 
sound library which includes, Edge has been assured, 
that weird drum role noise which plays whenever 
Scooby and Shaggy get scared and run on the spot 
for a few seconds before skidaddling. The importan~e 
of this cannot be overstated. 

Furthermore, to completely capture the aural 
atmosphere of the HB cartoons, Tribe flew to the 
US and recorded 300 pages of script with the original 
voice artists responsible for Scooby, Shaggy, etc. 

Pandemonium looks wonderful. The two minute 
intro contains all the knock-about lunacy of an HB 
cartoon, which bodes well for the game - it at least 
proves the designers have a feel for the genre. 
Luckily, earlier ideas to turn Pandemonium into some 
kind of edutainment title have been abandoned. The 
'slacker culture' undertones and surreal stupidity of 
Scooby Doo was completely wasted on children. 

Edge has only one grievance with the game so 
far - Fred Fl intstone is the lead character. So what if 
the film made millions of dollars? - Fred is just a 
reactionary swine with one-joke (yabbadabbaa ... oh 
sod it). Shaggy, would have made a much more 
amusing and subtle hero. There's still hope, though. 
The system behind Pandemonium has been designed 
as a generic 2D point and click engine so it can be 
used again. Furthermore, Ocean retain the HB 
license beyond Pandemonium. 

Despite h · 1 b · d I d b t ese tit es emg eve ope y 
· separate teams within Tribe, they all share the same 
production values. All three are to be released in 
scalable incarnations on the PC, meaning that by 
choosing the appropriate amount of _graphical detail , 
owners of machines from DX-33s to P200s can run -
the games. Furthermore, all three will eventually find 
there way onto the Saturn and PlayStation. 

As for the future , Turnbull is reticent. 
'Unfortunately, our industry operates in a chaotic 
state - everything is always changing, new 'best ever' 
consoles are always on the horizon. However, Tribe 
has been structured around flexible ideals and 

Pandemonium features all those classic Hanna 
Barbera characters, Including boorish Fred Flintstone, 
clueless Scooby Doo and archetypal slacker, Shaggy 

management philosophy which will allow the team to 
react quickly to new technology.' He did confirm, 
though, that two of the 'new technologies' Tribe will 
be looking into are PC graphics accelerator cards 
(all of the games looked at support several of the 
new cards) and internet gaming via services such as 
BT's Wireplay. 

One thing is certain, Tribe has spent a lot of 
time considering the current industry and deciding 
on the best way to fit in. The titles it is currently 
working on are a realistic combination of well-known 
game genres (point and click, first-person shoot 'em 
up) and innovative storylines and methods. It seems 
every member of Tribe has the same idea of what 
must be done, not just by Tribe, but by the industry 
as a whole, to stay in business. Mark Ripley, 
another Team leader, sums it up. 'Everyone seems to 
be putting all their effort into producing the flashiest 
3D engine at the moment, which is all very well and 
good, but we need now to put the same amount of 
resources into producing optimised Al, character and 
plot generation, and interaction. 

'Furthermore, in order to survive as an industry, 
we need to attract more of a mainstream audience, 
without falling into the trap of producing typical 
arcade, racing, or fighting games. We must avoid 
churning out the same stuff year after year, like the 
industry's got away with so far.' 

It's a noble sentiment with which Edge 
firmly agrees. £ 
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test screen 

Night Warriors: 
Darl<stall<ers 2 

Anakaris unwinds with a graphically incredible extending arm/snake attack (above). 
Both Sasquatch and Lei Lei can conjure up attacks from beneath their opponents' 
feet (Sasquatch's ice attack, top right, and Lei Lei's dagger move, right) 

Format: Saturn 
Publisher: Capcom 

Developer: In-house 
Price: ¥5,800 (£40) 

Release: Out now (Jap) 
May (UK) 

V 
irtua Fighter 2 is the most technically 
accomplished, brilliantly playable beat 
'em up to have appeared on any home 

format, with flawless polygon characters, 
scaling backgrounds and thousands of unique 
moves spread over ten characters. The UK 
press went wild, a new preview appearing for 
every development disc sent by Securicor out 
of the AM2 compound. On UK release it 
dropped out of the CD charts like a stone. 
Unlike the Japanese, British gamesplayers did 
not seem to clutch 3D fighting to their bosom. 
If Sega was expecting VF2 sales to match 
those of Mega Drive Sonic, it must have been 
seriously disappointed. 

The trouble (for VF2) is that most UK 
Saturns have gone to Sega diehards of old, 
the kind of people who have played their Mega 

One of the more traditional-looking of Night Warriors' 14 characters is the 
muscl•bound Victor, although even he has arms and legs prone to unfeasible extension 

Drives to destruction. VF2 shows 90% of its 
development in presentation alone, with 
gameplay remaining very similar to the 
original. As a generation, Saturn owners grew 
up with Mortal Kombat and SF II and, given 
the choice, it's these types of game they want 
to play. Capcom knows this and Night 
Warriors: Darkstalkers 2 (aka Vampire Hunter 
in Japan) is another opportunistic release 
before Ultimate MK goes ballistic. 

The game is the sequel to (the PlayStation 
only) Darksta/kers, adding four new characters 
to the original ten. Capcom's excellent 2D 
fighting engine, last seen in Street Fighter 
Alpha and X-Men, powers the game and allows 
it to follow roughly the same format as those 
illustrious predecessors. All six of the Saturn 
pad's buttons are used and their effects 
modified by the relative position of the D-pad. 
Special (outlandish, more accurately) moves 
are activated by Street Fighter //-style 
button/pad command combinations, and 
experts at that game will have no problem 
firing off lightning bolts and spinning attacks 
after only a few minutes' play. 

The Street Fighter II theme continues with 
the facility to build separate attacks into 
multiple hit combos, slashing the opposition 's 
health in frighteningly large chunks. On top of 
this is a special energy bar, located just below 
the characters' normal energy/life gauge. This 



The Pharaolt-like Anakaris is quite easily the most bizarre character, with strange flying 
attacks and the ability to drop huge coffins on his opponent from apparently out of nowhere 

builds up gradually through a bout and, when 
at a sufficient level, allows super moves to be 
executed. These have enormous destructive 
force and a pleasantly unrealistic exuberance. 

So another bog-standard SF/I clone? On the 
technical front, maybe, but in terms of looks 
and personality, Night Warriors is more than 
the sum of its pre-used parts. Street Fighter II 
always took itself too seriously - those sombre 
taunts at the end of each bout being a notable 
teeth-grinder. X-Men rectified this a tad, but it 
was really only the MK series that could claim 
a sense of humour. If 'madcap' was not on 
Edge's list of least wanted adjectives, it might 
find itself in close proximity to Night Warriors. 

Zabel bursts into a ball of green flames with 
only the slightest provocation (top). Pyron also 
has problems with combustion (bottom) 

Of the 14 playable characters there are, of 
course, the must-have cliches of most beat 
'em ups - the muscled superman in tights, the 
unfeasibly-breasted woman, and the man 
mountain Sagat-alike. For the rest, anything 
goes. Anakaris is a sarcophagus-based 
Egyptian character who likes to jump on his 
opponent and lock them inside himself. 
Sasquatch is a squat, Star Wars-esque rodent 
type with enormous extendable feet and Pyron 
has great difficulty not bursting into flames at 
the least provocation. Most characters' special 
moves are genuinely surprising and carried off 
with amusing excess. It's not just the winning 
here, it's the winning with style. 

The Saturn's excellent sprite capabilities 
are now beyond doubt and Night Warriors 
makes best use of them. While characters are 
not as large as X-Men's, movement is fluid and 
free from slowdown, even when the screen is 
at its most crowded. Welcome changes from 
the coin-op include eight difficulty settings -
anything from inordinately easy to ridiculously 
hard - and a shortcut mode to ease the 
passage through the oneplayer championship. 
There are no other embellishments, however, 
and whether this represents arcade purity or 
laziness is probably a matter of opinion. 

In conceptual terms Night Warriors is not 
an original game, not by a very long stroke of 
the designer's pencil. But its design - 14 
varied characters getting up to 14 different 
shades of special move nonsense - and its 
execution - high quality, fluid animation in 
front of beautifully detailed backgrounds -
leave little to be desired. Those predicting an 
early demise for the 2D beat 'em up were 
naive. A huge market still exists for this type of 
game and, given its quality, it looks £ 
certain Night Warriors can tap into it. 

Edge rating: Eight out of ten 

testscreen 

For the beat 'em up purist points 
are awarded for general fighting 
style as well as making the first hit 
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testscreen 

Terra Nova 

Explosions rip through the grass as ion rifle fire streaks across your field of view (left). Two of your three team mates stand in front of you (right). 
The effective use of squad members is vital to your success - you control where they move, how they attack and how aggressive they are 

Format: PC CD-ROM 
Publisher: Virgin/ 

Looking Glass 
Developer: Looking Glass 

Price: £45 
Release: Out now 

The control panels (above) can be 
altered. Don't even think about the 
external views unless you own a P133 

I 
t is perhaps ironic that Terra Nova is 
released in the same month the 
hardware necessary to play Looking 

Glass's previous game, Flight Unlimited is 
becoming widespread. There's no doubt the 
Boston firm caters for the most powered-up PC 
owners , just as it's certain if you have the 
required kit you're in for a treat. 

In Terra Nova's case the demands on your 
poor £500 CPU are more extreme than usual. 
A P133 will labour when pushed into SVGA 
mode and even a nippy P100 will experience· 
minor slowdown problems during the most 
frantic VGA fire-fights. As Terra Nova involves 
armed bands of armoured-suit-clad humans 
roaming the countryside, there are a fair few 
violent encounters. But this technical 
limitation is just about the 
only weakness evident 
throughout the entire game 
and arguably even has an 
upside. The graphical fidelity 
the engine allows produces 
an incredibly immersive 
gaming environment upon 
which to build. All the 
scenarios draw to the horizon 
with no mist, the sky 
contains up to four layers of parallax 
scrolling plus weather effects like rain and 
snow, and the water casts true realtime 
reflections. The physics model governing 
movement is so accurate that slopes, 
weapon recoil, enemy fire and different 
gravities affect movement to what seems 
like the perfect degree. 

The game's playing strengths stem from 
the finely balanced combination of action and 
strategy. In fact, Terra Nova is_ essentially 
System Shock: Outside, and when playing 
some scenarios certain elements seem 
similar to the Origin/Looking Glass tactical 30 
adventure. The targeting lines and boxes, the 
explosions, and the general feel of the action 
are recognisable, but as you progress further 
into Terra Nova it develops a character of its 
own. For each mission there is a set of 
objectives to be completed before the 
dropship lands and flies you back to the safety 
of the base. The missions vary from easy to 
ludicrously hard (in the case of the final task) 
but the splendid, constant theme throughout 
is that there is no right or wrong way to 

complete them, and they are 
not all mindlessly offense
weighted. The Scout, Standard 
and Heavy Powered Battle 
Armour (PBA) suits, which are 

The different scenarios have distinct gravities 
that affect the ranges of projectile weapons 



testscreen 

Full screen mode Is by far the best way to play the game. The realtlme reflections 
shimmer on the water and the clouds roll overhead with their layers of parallax 

available to you from near the start, all have 
complicated varied attributes but, apart from 
during the heaviest battles, success can be 
achieved via numerous methods. This 
develops the highly desirable attributes of re
playability, experimentation and thinking before 
engaging in battle. It's supported by.the 
gradual introduction of new technologies that 
make for an even more varied ga~e. 

strong cohesiveness and credible underlying 
theme but also for the fact that it gives a 
lesson to most companies on 'How To Use 
Pre-rendered Sequences'. It's the 23rd century 
(again) and you are heading up a crack special 
operations force to thwart the oppressive Earth 
hegemony's attempts to re-capture your 
independent homeworld. The missions see you 
fighting off pirates, discovering a plot, and 

(Left to right} One of the bases you have to take out. A mission In which you have to sweep through a village protecting citizens from a 
hegemony attack. Close enemies look blocky In VGA but are still lethal. The a111H11ounted laser Is your basic weapon and useful to begin with 

Undoubtedly what allows these attributes to 
develop to their maximum potential is the 
control system and the interface. Given the 
extensive number of keys needed to move 
around effectively they are remarkably intuitive 
to get to grips with and the opening tutorial 
helps provide confidence from the start. Add to 
this the mouse to perform secondary, more 
tactical tasks such as targeting enemies, 
directing your three intelligent fellow squad 
members off into battle, or launching 
reconnaissance drones, and it's surprising the 
whole game doesn't become completely 
unplayable. The amount of data available is 
vast, but when access is required it's easily 
and quickly available. It's possible to look 
around while engaging your third jump jet 
boost, switch weapons, target an enemy and 
blow him away before you've landed. The 
battles themselves are tense, difficult, and 
huge fun, with numerous excellent weapons 
adding still further to the tactical side. The 
combination of all the elements leads to a very 
rewarding feeling when in combat, and one 
that doesn't fade away quickly. The only gripe 
is the lack of a multi-player option in the game, 
although Looking Glass promise this option 
will arrive later this year. 

Then there is the storyline, which for once 
is deserving of a mention. This is not just 
because all 39 missions have an unusually 

eventually taking the fight back to the 
aggressors. Between each there are 30 
second plot clips and mission briefings loaded 
with intentionally corny lines that inform, 
amuse, but never bore - a characteristic of the 
entire product. 

In the space of a couple of years Looking 
Glass has metamorphosed from one of the 
industry's secret technology powerhouses to a 
hugely respected developer in its own right. 
Behind-the-scenes successes with Ultima 
Underworld and System Shock have been 
augmented with the likes of Flight Unlimited 
and Terra Nova, and these can only £ 
enhance this growing reputation. 

Edge rating: Nine out of ten 

All the ground scarring (top} Is remembered through a mission. The remains of a PBA 
(middle). Clustered spherical explosions frequently flll your entire view (above) 
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testscreen 

Civilization 2 

Format: PC 
Publisher: Microprose 

Developer: In-house 
Price: £45 

Release: May 
Origin: US 

A system of menus (above) covers 
the game map (top) when decisions 
have to be made or news arrives 

The isometric game map (left) is much prettier than the old 2D 
affair. FMV is also used. The effect of Darwin's Voyage (above) Is 
shown to the player with the help of two silhouetted giraffes 

dored by PC owners worldwide, Sid 
Meier's Civilization was undisputably a 
masterpiece. Never before had a game 

offered such depth, diversity and longevity. 
Never before, and, some said, never again. 

But Civilization 2 manages to take its 
predecessor's sturdy foundations and fashion 
a game around them that overshadows the 
original in every way - without any major 
changes to the intuitive or addictive gameplay. 
It's quite simply an astonishing achievement. 

The new, improved graphics are inevitably 
the first thing players will notice about Civ 2. 
A marvellously detailed isometric world map 
replaces the old 2D display and the game 
benefits much as a result. Ground features 
such as hills and plains are clearer and more 
conspicuous, and the whole thingjust looks 
more interesting in this new angle. There's 
also a zoom function which is pretty useful, 
allowing the player to get up close in battle 
situations, but move out to consider great 
expanses of the map if the time has come to 
find a new corner to conquer. 

But this is just the beginning of the story. 
Hiding beneath the aesthetic improvements 
are hundreds of gameplay additions which are 
way too numerous to go into in any great 
depth. Most importantly, dozens of new 
military units, scientific discoveries, civic 
improvements and wonders of the world have 
been added to the basic Civ itinerary, meaning 
even veterans of the original will have a lot to 
learn in this detailed new world. For example, 

you can now develop sewer systems, harbours 
(to increase coastal activity) and stock 
exchanges (to accompany banking), you can 
train spies, explorers and engineers, and - in 
terms of new military units - there are, 
amongst others, elephant units, marines and 
dragoons. All of these interconnect to provide 
an exhaustive evolutionary pattern, replacing 
some of Civ's rather jumpy advances (in the 
original, the technology seemed to skip from 
the early middle ages to the late renaissance 
in a couple of moves). 

As well as adding brand new features, 
elements retained from the original have often 
been altered to bring them into line with the 
complexity of the new world. For example, 

A council meeting. Each of these people 
represents a facet of the player's government. 
Elvis Presley (far right) makes a marvellous MP 



many of the rules concerning governments 
(always one of the most difficult elements of 
the game to get right) have been altered. 
Democracies and republics can now support 
units placed in fortresses within three squares 
of a friendly city, without their absence causing 
civil unrest. This is invaluable for defence, but 
remember - opponents can do it too. 

Thankfully, the old Civ humour has been 
retained and there's often a slight tongue-in
cheek feel about the game. For example, it is 
now possible for players to consult their 
council and talk to scientific, military and even 
attitude advisors. These advisors are 
represented as digitised images who 
constantly bicker with each other and always 

The info screen (top) is important to the running 
of each city. The new zoom function (middle and 
bottom) helps for focusing on specific areas 

consider their own areas of interest the most 
important. The attitude advisor is a poor Elvis 
impersonator - a great touch. Best of all, 
though, are the discussions with foreign 
diplomats - where your responses to their 
threats can go from the resentful to the 
completely childish ('consequences 
schmonsequences' being one possible retort). 

On a more tactically relevant front, a lot has 
been done to improve the diplomacy aspect of 
the game. Discussions between emissaries 
have become more complex, rivals are more 
intelligent and peace treaties must be talked 
about in a long term way ('we have prepared a 
permanent treaty confirming the friendship 
between our two peoples and fixing our mutual 

borders for a// time' -
roughly translates into 
'don't make a treaty with us 
just in order to buy time 
while you build a massive 
army to crush us'). 

Which brings in the only 
complaint - although the 
game seeks to encourage 
the player to take treaties 
seriously, it is still very 
difficult to avoid getting into 
fights with your neighbours, 
mainly because of the old 
rule about units not being 
able to pass within one 
square of each other. Peace 
would be a more stable 
commodity if this rule 
applied only to units 
representing a country with 
whom the player is at war. 
As it is, sometimes it's 

necessary to break a treaty simply to get to a 
new piece of land. However, this is a minor 
complaint - if the player is lucky, these 
loggerheads can be avoided. 

Despite the title's general excellence, there 
are, of course, dozens more things the 
designers could have done with Civilization 2 
(a complex UN option would have been good, 
as would the ability to make lots of money 
quickly, in illegal ways), but they had to draw 
the line somewhere. Luckily they've drawn it at 
the point where the game isn't a pointlessly 
radicle departure from the original, but is still a 
significant improvement. 

For a long-term challenge which changes 
every time a game is begun, Civ 2 cannot be 
more highly recommended. Even for those who 
can finish Civ on its highest skill level, there 
will be enough here to rekindle their interest. 

Of course, Civ 2 uncovers one major issue: 
when games like this are released, it makes it 
so much more difficult to put up with all the 
pitiful garbage that masquerades as 
interactive entertainment. Those who have 
spent the last few years developing dismal 
Hollywood-inspired FMV fests should £ 
shrivel with embarrassment. 

Edge rating: Nine out of ten 

test screen 

Many of Civ's asides, including the 
discussion and palace screens, have 
been graphically improved 
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testscreen 

Spycraft 
Format: PC CD-ROM 

Publisher: Activision 
Developer: In-house 

Price: £44.99 
Release: Out now 

lhls gory assaslnatlon (top} prompts 
your first CIA mission. Your 
superiors (bottom} look concerned 

ark Hamill isn't in Spycra~ the first 
clue that this FMV-rich action 
adventure title may not be, as so many 

previous games in this genre have been, a 
wretched, unentertaining failure. 

In fact, taken purely as an interactive 
movie, Spycraft works excellently - the video 

sequences which link each 
playable section are well 
produced and, something totally 
new, well acted. Right from the 
marvellous opening titles, the 
whole game has the sheen and 
production values of a Tom 
Clancy film adaptation. 
Wherever the camera turns, 
there are serious-looking people 
talking about national security, 
intercepting enemy intelligence 
and saying things like, 'It's my 
ass on the line here!' Which has 
to be a good thing. 

Progress is most often 
made through the use of various 

CIA technologies. For example, early on, the 
player must discover who shot a Russian 
presidential candidate in a crowded square. 
This isn't done by physically going to the crime 
scene - instead, a video of the event is 
combined with a 3D model of the square to 
isolate the bullet trajectory and follow it back 
to the assassin. 

For much of the adventure, players are 
immersed in a kind of synthetic techno world 
where they must constantly move from high
tech gadget display, to FMV sequence, to high
tech gadget display. In a sense, this makes 
for an interesting game. The puzzles based 
around the gadgets are frequently absorbing 
and the insight they give into CIA practices is 
fascinating. If all this stuff is based on fact, 

Players receive Information from a laptop Interlink device which beams them orders from all 
over the world. Luckily, WIiiiam Colby, ex-head of the CIA (top left} Is on your side 

Most elements of CIA llfe are catered for. 
Doctoring photographs (top}, and Identifying 
felons (above} is all part of a day's work 

don't be surprised if there's a government 
agent somewhere who knows your shoe size. 

However, the sheer diversity of Spycraft 
can let it down. Activision have boasted about 
its ambitions to cover all aspects of CIA life, 
but to allow this the game is an almost totally 
linear experience - you constantly feel as 
though you are being prodded by an impatient 
designer who cannot wait to show the next 
neat technology lifted from the CIA. 

Having said that, Spycraft is a thought
provoking and addictive game. For once it 
seems the designers of an interactive movie 
actually care about the project - there's just 
so much to do. Furthermore, there is the 
internet link up (where it's possible to chat to 
other players all over the world) and the 
promised inclusion of real-life events to add to 
an itinerary of interesting, compelling features. 
Activision has to be applauded for their 
breadth of vision - for doing some things 
which just haven't been done before. Luckily, 
there are some marvellous game £ 
elements in there as well. 

Edge rating: Eight out of ten 
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Namco revives the golden 

age of '80s coin-ops on 

PlayStation - gaming 

greats or rancid old tat? 

Find out in PSM issue 5! 

n sale nowl 
PSMs exclusive CD boasts playable 

demos of Total NBA '96, Mickey's 

Wild Adventure, Thunderhawk 2, 

Lone Soldier, and Striker! 
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eople 
Engineers Part of a larger group, this games company 

£20-35k, Surrey seeks solid C, Windows and graphic skills. 

3D Programmers Large company, PlayStation 
£20-45k, London development in C. 

C Programmer World leading publisher seeks candidates 
£25k, Slough with various skills. 

Technical Specialist World's leading publisher seeks engineers. 
£23·28k, Slough Maths useful. 

Internet Games New, well funded company in pretty 
£15-30k, Slough countryside seeks programmers and artists. 

3D Artist 3D Studio and SGI experience sought 
£16-35k, Surrey for leading publisher. 

Strong management and administration skills sought 
for high profile, innovative company. 

Yes, you can earn between £200 and £800 
per day! But you must be the best! 
Latest SGi ~echnology Flame etc. 

Justin Hill in complete confidence. 
GamesPeople 
Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 
TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
iu1ien@datascop.servelan.co.uk 



Good all round artistic ability needed, 
experience in video game development 

an advantage, but we are willing to train 
individuals with skills in animation 

and conventional art. 

Producers/ 
Assistant Producers 
You should be a highly motivated, 
forward thinking 1nd1v1dua~ who is 

able to communicate well with others. 
Experience of working to deadlines 

under pressure an advantage. 

Games Programmers/ 
Tools Programmers 







fancy trying something 
· different? 

programmers and artists required 

c\c++ 
3d 
win.3.11\95\nt 
assembler 
directx 

cv's to 

dpaint 
3dstudio 

photoshop 
sg alias 

wavefront 

1st floor knollys house 17 addiscombe road 
croydon CRO 6SR 

e-mail terry@probe.co.uk tel:0181 680 4142 



ENTERTA 

Artist Small company seeks talented person with 3D 
to £30k, Berks studio. Key position. 

Artist 3D Studio or Lightwave 
£19·28k, Midlands for medium sizedz company. 

3D Artist Large company requires talent 
£18-27k, North for 3D games. 

Programmers Windows 95, PC, 
£25·33k, Midlands CD-Rom programmers. 

Programmers Small company seeks people for PS-X 
£25·33k, Midlands and Saturn games. 

One of the UK's most legendary veterans 
·seeks top games programmer. 

To work on Formula One licensed game. 
Rave reviews. 

We're searching for talent for this small 
company in Yorkshire. 

Please contact Justin Hill in complete confidence. 
or send your CV to GamesPeople 

N M E N T 

Datascope Recruitment 
36 Langham Street 
LONDON Wl N 5RH 
TEL: 0171 636 6944 
FAX: 0171 580 6068 
iu1ien@datascop.servelan.co.uk 

FORMERLY TEENY WEENY GAMES AND PERFECT I O PRODUCTIONS 

We are looking for experienced professionals for our continuing successful growth. 

PROGRAMMERS 

London, Manchester, Sheffield and Melbourne 
(Australia) 6 positions 

To help develop an array of original 

hit titles such as Discworld and convert 

top industry games on all major 

platforms. 

Experience coding in C or C ++ 
in either a Windows or UNIX 

environment, understanding of the 

development process and ability to 

finish products clean and on schedule 

essential. Will consider experienced 

game programmers with a willingness to 

upgrade their skills. 

We are also looking for programmers 

with good maths degrees or proven 

experience in 3D programming. 

PRODUCERS 

London 
3 positions 

a) To help produce large scale original 

product. Must have flair; creativity, 

knowledge of art, audio and games 

production and good communication/ 

organisational skills. 

b) To work with several in-house 

development teams converting product 

to PSX, Saturn, and PC. Proven track 

record essential. Good paperwork skills 

a bonus. 

ANIMATION/ 
ART DIRECTOR 

London 

To direct teams from our expanding 

Art Department in original artwork 

creation using Soft Image: Toonz and 

Extreme 3D, organise and supervise 

freelance story board artists, background 

designers, in-house animators, external 

animation studios and liaise with Game 

Directors. 

Creative flair, sense of humour and 

track record of at least one of the 

following - art direction/creation, studio 

co-ordination, character design, layout 

or storyboarding essential. 

STORYBOARD ARTIST 

London 
(freelance or full-time) 

Proven track record and references 

required. 

ART CO-ORDINATOR 

London 

Animation co-ordination experience 
essential. 

GAMES DESIGNER 

London 

Creativity and originality a must. 
Designs must be clear and detailed. 

Competitive remuneration for all 

positions negotiable dependent upon 

experience and qualifications. 

V',sit us during the European Computer Trade Show 14-16 April 1996 at The Hilton, 380 Kensington High Street, London W 14 8NL (3 minutes walk from Olympia Exhibition Centre). 
For an appointment call O 18 I 679 4565. No appointment necessary or send 0/'s and, where appropriate, your list of published product, demodisk or showreel to: 

PERFECT ENTERTAINMENT LTD, 1393A LONDON ROAD, NORBURY, LONDON SW 16 4AJ. FACSIMILE NO: 0181 679 3588 





HOW CAN A NORTHERN AGENCY HAVE SO MANY 
CONTACTS IN THE SOUTH AS WELL? 

1. By being around a long time. 2. By being one of the best 
Don't think that because we're "Oop North" we can't assist you in finding a career opportunity in 
the South! We have after all, been around since 1989. Over the years we've gained an extensive 
network of industry contacts and clients, nationally. In fact we have many clients based in and 
around London for example, several of whom use our services exclusively, and the bottom line is 
that if we don't have your details on file you simply cannot be considered for these opportunities -
many of which are never advertised. 
SOUTH NORTH AND MIDLANDS 
Development Director £90K. Development Manager £60K, Technical Director £40K, Project Manager £30K, 
3D Programmer £35K, ''Manga" Style Artists £Neg, 68000 Programmer £18K, Saturn Programmer £22K, 
Games Designers £20K, Art Director £36K, 2D Artist £18K, Team Leader £30K, 3D Studio Artists £18K, · 
Internet Game Programmer £25K, Mac Programmer £30K, Alias Modeller £24K, 2D Artist £18K, 
AI Programmer £25K, Technical Manager £35K, Assistant Producer £20K, Alias Artist £22K, 3D Programmer £35K, 
Producers £20-£35K, Office Manager £30K, Softimage Modeller £30K, PlayStation Programmer £25K, 
External Development Manager £32K, 3D Studio Artists £22K, Games Designer £22K, Traditional Animator £25K, 
Project Leaders £30K, Lan/Internet Manager £20K, Multimedia Programmer £22K, Windows Programmer £20K, 
Lingo Programmer £26K, Alias Artist £28K, Animators £25K, C++ Programmer £17K, Trainee Artist £13.SK, 
PlayStation Programmers £30K, Assistant Producer £24K. DPaint/Photoshop Artist £14K. 

+ Opportunities in USA, Germany, France etc. + Openings for 1996 Graduates. 

Don't miss out. Maximize your chances by forwarding a CV to: 
AARDVARK SWIFT CONSULTING LTD, 75-77 STATION STREET, SWINTON, SOUTH YORKSHIRE 564 SPZ 

For the very latest opportunities, telephone Stephen Lloyd Davies in complete confidence on: ~ 
(01709) 571441 Fax (01709) 586527. Email sld@ardswift.demon.co.uk ~ 

Our service to applicants is free of charge (as is our advice: call on any game or career-related issue) ~~ff 

A I M I P CREATIVE 
& MULTIMEDIA 
RECRUITMENT 

A DIVISION OF ADVERTISING & MARKETING PERSONNEL LTD 

FREELANCE • PERMANENT • CONTRACT 

3D Animators 
3DS, ALIAS, Wavefront, Soft Image £18k - £50k. 

Designers, 
Directors, Lingo, Multimedia £20k - £30k. 

Production/Producers 
for multimedia titles £20k - £50k 

Interactive product designers 
and developers £25k - £50k 

Flame operators £26k - £50k 

SGI C++ Programmers 
£20k-£35k 

Games specialists - all areas/ salaries 

~ Call .._ 
0171 439 9563 

52 Shaftesbury Avenue, London Wl V 7DE 
Fax: 0171 434 9994 

IFlagTowe[ 
Multimedia Developer of the Year 

FlagTower' s catalogue is expanding from our highly successful 
'Interactive Documentaries' to include activity and game based 
programs for children of all ages. 

We are looking for talented people with experience in children's 
programs and a feeling for quality production that meets 
Flag Tower's exacting standards. 

Producers 
Designers/Writers 
Programmers for Windows Games 
Graphic Artists 
2D and 3D Animators 

FlagTower is the publishing label of First Information Group. 
We have opportunities in our London Knightsbridge and Sussex 
studios. CV with letter of application (stating current and expected · 
salary) to Brigid Sperring, First Information Group, 
Knightsbridge House, 197 Knightsbridge, London SW7 IRB 



The role Involves producing full technical dS:slg 
and art briefs for nve projects, and developlng 
games concepts for corporate consideration. Besides 
creative design, you . wm be generat•n1 algorithms 
and pseudo-code ready for Implementation. There Is 
no room for a precious prlma donna, as a team-player 
mentallty Is essentlal. 

As a suitable candidate, you wm be able to 
communicate Ideas clearly on paper and be at ease 

PRODUCER 
our producers manage proJects within strict 

time, cost and quallty constraints, ensuring close 
co-operation amongst an team members and 
effective communication with senior management. 
Liaison with other functions In the company, and 
especlally marketing, wm be necessary for success In 
this· role. 

The Job Is a demanding one In terms of both effort 
and working hours, heightened at particular stages of 

a proJect. You must ~ble to respond to these 
pressures whilst continuing to motivate the team and 
contribute ·solutions to proJect challenges. 

A. deep and genuine Interest In computer games 
has proved to be an essentlal requirement for this 
role, but equally Important Is an Interest and 
strength In professional project management. Another 
core competence wm be the ablllty to Influence 
.People without direct nne authority over them. 

SGPTWARE ENGINEERS 
• senior Programmers with PC:/8Gx86 experience and 

c;c + + skills, to work on current CD-ROM projects. 
• Multlmedla systems Programmers. 
• Programmers with 3-D graphic programming 
· knowledge. 

we have opportunities both on proJects or In an 
R&D environment. 

As well as top : salaries, we offer an Incredible 
benefit package cludlng generous stock options, 
pensions and a ho er benefits. 

Appllcatlons should be made by cv to Rob croves, Director of Human Resources, 
MlcroProse Ltd, The Ridge, Chipping Sodbury, Avon BS17 6BN ore-mall Robgroves@aol.com 

Seriousl y Fun Software 



THE DIGITAL VILLAGE 
is a new multiple media publishing 

company producing top quality 

television programmes, CD-ROMs 

and on-line entertainment. 

We have immediate openings for 

experienced staff to work on the 

development of a range of multiple 

and hybrid media products, working 

closely with leading creative talents 

and technology companies. Among 

products currently in development is 

a rriajor CD-ROM game created by 

nou4slus Adams. 

We provide leading-edge and highly 

informal creative, technical and 

working environments, based in our 

new studios in Camden Town. 

THE DIGITAL VILLAGE 

Art nirecto.rs experienced in 

high end 3-D design and animation. 

p.roduce.rs with track records 

managing teams of programmers 

and artists. 

p.ro4s.rumme.rs with experience 

in some or all of mTropolis, Virtus, 

QTVR, C++ on Macintosh/Windows, 

integrating animation, audio, video 

and real time 3-D rendering. 

Animuto.rs and 3-n oesi4sne.rs 
experienced in using high-end software 

such as Alias/Wavefront. 

THE DIGITAL VILLAGE 
6 Bayley Street 

London WC1 B 3HB 

Tel: +44 (0)171 304 4104 

kate@tdv.com 

attn: Kate Salmon 

(no recruitment agencies please) 



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH ELITE. 
With a dozen vears of gaming experience alreadV behind us, 
and a track record of hns stretching from alrwolf", commando111 

and paperbov111 to ioe and mac111
, dragon's 1a1r111 and str111er111

, we 
have opponunities for about 12 talented individuals to ioin our 
experienced in-house development and support teams, 
working on our latest high-profile protects. 
located in the West Midlands, our familV o•ed business has a 
relaxed, frlendlV a•osphere with an emphasis on produclivilV 
and reward. All development work is carried out with the aid of 
our constantlV enhanced network of the highest SPeciflcation 
Pentium• pcs. current opportunities include appoin•ents as: 

Sollware Engineers/Graduate sonwar11 Engin1J1Jrs-D11v11Jopmen1 
APPiicants must be fluent In c or an Assembler language and be able to 
conVlnce our ellsllng develepment enUlneertng stall of their POtentlal to autbor 
hlgh-prollle products tor CD and/or on-line systems. Graduate sonware 
En•een With no prtor prolesslOnal exnertence of the games lndUstrv-but who 
have a desire to dedicate lhemsetves to n-are partlcularlY welcome to applJ. 
sonware Engineers/Graduate Sottware Engineers-Support 
APPICants must be fluent in C and be able to conVlnce our eXISllng develepment 
englneertng staff of their potendal to contribute bY developing sonware 10011 
tor 'In-house· use. This iS a likelY lint appointment tor Graduate sonware 
Englneen With no prtor professional exnertence 01 the games lndustrv and Is 

exnected to lead aulcklY to appointment as sonware EnUlneer-Development. 



ao Anists/Graduate Computer Anists 
APPllcants must be eQel'lenced In the use 01 30 sonware/modellna pacuges 
and must be able to convince our emana arast stan of their POtenaal. Graduate 
computer Arllsls With no prior prolesslOnal eJQl8rlence ol the games lndustrY
bUI Who haVe a deSlre to dellcale 111ase1ves to n .... 1181'1b*111 welcome to 8111111. 
Pro;ect Manager/Producer 
APPlcants must have a technlcal baCkaround In sonware enalneertna and/or 
computer an and be able to demonstrate success In a smemsorv or Prolect 
man•ment role In or outside ol lhe games lndlstrv. A thorouah boWledae ol 
and/or Interest In the games lndustrY WIii be an adVantaae. The successlul 
1PP1cam IS ae11 10 be 28 to 35. 
QualilY controUProduct Beta-Testing Stan 
IPPlcallollS trom the local 11'88 tor lhlS llrsl-BPPOIIIW POSIIIOn are W81Come. 

Interested lndlvlduals are Invited to submtt cvs 
lwtlh anv sUPPOrDna mat81talsJ to: 
DeveloPmem Manager 
Die SJstems lid 
Anchor House 
Anchor Road 
Aldrldae 
W81Sa11 
west lldlands WSJ 8PW 
Tel:01922 55852 Fax:01922 143029 
E-Mal: CV@UICZYWO.FOOBAR.CO.lll 
or Check out our webSlle: 
-://Www.BDI-SYSIIMS.CO.UI/ 





PROGRAMMERS UK cfl 3k- £30k 
Continuous demand for capable games coders to 
develop games, all platforms. Candidates should have 
published product and understand the development 
process to work in a team environment on PC in 'C', 
'C + + ', 80 x 86, 68000, Windows and 3D. Relevant 
qualifications an advantage. 

Pla~station uK Ref. 756, 771, 840 

Saturn London, Midlands Ref. 771 

Multimedia South Ref. 847 

Windows Real Time Software Enoineers London 
To work on tools, methodologies, engines, motion 
capture, networks and 3D graphics. Ref. 771 

GRAPHIC ARTISTS uK c£13k-nok 
To create characters, backgrounds and level designs 
for all platforms. Games experience, with a working 
knowledge of 3Ds, Photoshop, Alias, Wavefront, 
Lightwave or similar. 

20 SPRITE & BITMAP ARTISTS 
London, Cambridge c£15k-£25k 
To work in 178x128 pixel area in 16 colours. Industry 
experience and ability to create games in reduced 
resolution. Ref. 773, 821, 850 

Please submit your CV, detailing current 
salary and daytime telephone no ., together 
with demo material on disk, video or paper, 
quoting Edge & ref. no.' s, to Pascal Cranney at 

TECHNICAL 
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR UK Up to £1 OOk 
Industry professional, to be responsible for internal 
and external development within European office of 
prestigious publisher. Must have a proven track record 
in senior management. The position is situated in 
London, spending two days a week in satellite offices. 
Share option to be discussed at interview. 
An excellent opportunity at board level. Ref. 796 

PROJECT MANAGERS UK c£30k 
Control creative teams, liaise internally, negotiate 
with licensors and handle day-to-day management. 
Proven track record in entertainment product. 
'C' programming desirable. Ref. 750/835 

STUDIO/PROGRAMMING MANAGER London c£25k 
Setting milestones, managing equipment require
ments, planning strategy for proposed projects and 
trouble-shooting . Coding, game designing and 
project management. Ref. 793 

SENIOR PRODUCERS South West & London c£35k 
To·produce top end PC and PSX products for a large, 
prestigious publisher. During a successful career in the 
games industry, you will have achieved two top-ten 
hits. You will manage two internal teams and control 
all stages of project.development. Ref. 809,817 

Answers Technical Recruitment Ltd 
The Old Bakery, Spratton, 
Northampton NN6 8HH 
Tel 01604 843336 Fax 01604 821848 

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT up to n oak 
Product management and acquisition, European brief 
extending to Far East, long term. Management of all 
external products and 'importing' of titles from Japan 
and US. Critical decision-making essential, recruitment 
of producers, liaison with s & m worldwide and 
chasing new signing opprtunities. Ref. 858 

PRODUCERS South and West of London c£25k 
International companies with games development 
divisions require external producers to develop 
original and licensed product. Willing to travel 
throughout UK and Europe. Technical awareness a 
must. Ref. 781/844 

PRODUCER-ONLINE London/South c£26k 
Graduates with 3 years project management exper
ience, understanding of HTML and graphics packages, 
Internet and online production, to run creative depar
tments, internal and external resources. Ref. 846,861 

ART DIRECTOR London c£26k 
Graduate, fine art/typography, 4 years art editor of 
high profile magazine, knowledge of software 
packages, online page make-up, video and animation, 
commissions, freelancers, budgets, to implement 
design of high-standard online publications. Ref. 860 

Placing the people, 
shaping the future 



A leading light in the world of coin operated gaming and amusement machines, Barcrest is a highly successful part of the Leisure Division of Bass PLC. We beat the 
competition by providing innovative products to both the UK and European markets .. . That means games that don't just catch customers eyes, but ones that get 
them interested and keep them interested, offering a challenge that keeps them coming back for more .. . 
Staying on top is a real challenge for us too. Continuing to win, means moving fast. We may have to launch new games every eight weeks, games that are 
increasingly sophisticated and perpetually push the frontiers of current games technology and design. 
We're looking for two talented individuals with a real interest in gaming machines, to join the Games Design team. And because this function is absolutely critical 
to our future success, we've created a dynamic environment where ideas flourish and creativity thrives. 

Games Designer/ 
Technical Author 

You will be responsible for the production of written specifications for our 
products, which means you'll have gained a high level of experience in a 
similar role, have superlative technical writing ability and be looking to 
stretch your skills and put your ideas into action with a leading light in 
electronic gaming. 

Working as part of the Games Design Team, you 'll strive to satisfy market 
demand within current legislation. A strong team player and excellent 
communicator, we expect that you'll be at least 'P.: level qualified in 
mathematics or statistics, ideally have higher level qualifications and 
definitely have a proven track record of success in a similar area. 

Creative Visualiser 

Working creatively with our Games Design Team, you will be involved in 
the production of high quality artwork visuals for our coin operated 
gaming and amusement machines. Often working to tight schedules, 
your ideas and contribution will be invaluable in the development of new 
concepts and ensuring that the products you visualise are developed as 
you originally intended. 

We anticipate that you will be an experienced creative visualiser, capable 
of producing marker and computer generated presentation materials. 

Both appointments, based in the North West, carry excellent salary packages and include 
genuine career opportunities with this dynamic industry leader. 

Interested? Please write, enclosing full details, to: 
Chris Davis, quoting reference 7111, The Davis Loots Partnership, HR Consultants, 

7th Floor, Television House, Mount Street, Manchester, M2 SWT. Tel: 01618346333 Fax: 01618392359. 

THE 

DAVIS LOOTS 
partnership 



3D PROGRAMMERS 
APPLE MACINTOSH PROGRAMMERS 

3D STUDIO ARTISTS 
ALIAS, SOFTIMAGE & WAVEFRONT 

PSX PROGRAMMERS 
TALENTED GRADUAT 

ECTS 

, If you're an artist, coder or production specialist 
-..--, and you plan to attend ECTS we'd like to meet 
. ._....,---11 you In London. Considering a career In the United 

States? Then talk to us In person . 

..., ...... _ . Programmers: CIC++, WIN 95, Playstatlon, 3D. 
Artists: 3D Studio, Alias 

Interactive Development 
1433 North Cole Place 
Hollywood, CA 90028 USA 
Tel: 213-460-4900 
Fax: 213-460-4911 
E-mail: seanlord@interdev.com 

http://www.interdev.com/ 











SONY PLAYSTATION 
CONSOLE AND GAMES 

SEGA SATURN 
CONSOLE AND GAMES 

NINTENDO ULTRA 64 
CONSOLE AND GAMES 

cr..LLNOW ON 

0113 244 9994 
ALSO AVAILABLE: SUPER NINTENDO AND NEO GEO CD 
STOP PRESS: SCART LEADS FOR SONY PSX IN STOCK! 

TO BUY BY MAIL ORDER: WRITE, PHONE OR FAX 

FAX: 0113 244 8882 -
MODE SEVEN LTD, RUTLAND HOUSE, 

42 CALL LANE, LEEDS LS1 6DT 

OFFICE HOURS: Monday-Friday 9·00am-6·30pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9-30am-2-00pm 

NEO GEO STAR, SONY PLAYSTATION, 
SATURN, ULTRA 64 

NEO•GEOCD 
66 WOOD STREU L 1 4DQ 

01s1-7oa oogg 
LIVERPOOL'S LEADING INDEPENDENT 

S'IRANGEW"AYS 
BULLE: ...... :BOARD 
Over 32,000 Programs On-line 
No Questionnaires 
Just Straight in Games 
Over 500 Doom Levels & Utils 
Business, Hobbies, Security 
Mod, Voc, Mid and Music Utils 
Emulators, Raytracing, Windows 
Mac Progs and Utilities 

Multiuser Chat up to 15 People 
Gigs of Glamour Gifs 
On-line Games and Help 
Speeds up to 28800bps MNPS 
New Files Added ~ily 
Full Access on First Call 
Internet Mail and News 
99 User Conferences 

THE MOTHER OF ALL BB:t1S 
BBS: 0891 408040 VIEW OI6I 708 9099 

CALLS CHARGED AT 39P PER MIN (CHEAP RATE), 49P PER MIN ALL OTHER TIMES. 
C.D. INTERNATIONAL, PO BOX 107, MANCHESTER M7 3WZ 
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NINTENDO 
V G R 

A PC 

•••• COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Mlddx. TW 13 4BU 

ff 0181 893 2100/844 2STS p o,81 844 1944 
AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM-IOPM 0973 SS2398 

VIDEO GAME 
CENTRE 

We have a huge range of 
new & used consoles, games & 

accessories including new & rare 
imports from Japan and USA. 

Megadrive, Mega CD, 
Sega Saturn, Sony PlayStation, 

Super Famicom, NES, Gameboy, 
Jaguar, Lynx, 300, PC Engine, 

Turbogra&. Neo-Geo, Vmual Boy 

New&Secondhand 
Official & Import Games 

Mail order or come 
into our shop 

us Saga Saban us..., Plaw9talian 
1 Joypad 2 Joypads 
Scart Lead ~ Scart Lead ~ 
Transformer • Transformer • 
Demo Disk Demo Disk 

ONLY IMPORT CONSOLES GIVE 
FULL SCREEN AND FULL SPEED 

We stock a lsgc range of used softwan: & hanlwaN! for the 
Sony PlayStation, Scga Saturn & 3DO platforms 

We are ~ able to convert your Sega Satum or 
Sony PlayStation to run all games - regarcless of origin 

Ring now for: US Neo Geo CD (double speed drive) 
Japanese Nintendo Ultra 64 (order.; being taken) 

Tel / Fax: 01622 871544 9.00am-6.30pm 
0378 549398 any other time 

GAMESTATION 
Sell or trade in your used video games 

All new releases held in stock for Megadrive, 
Snes, Saturn + PlayStation - phone for prices . 
You can trade your games for new or used 

ii ii iii games. Please ensure that all games have box 

20 10 15 + instructions and are PAL copies. aladd in 20 10 
animaniacs 18 9 13 animaniacs 20 10 
asterix-grt rescue 15 7 11 batman forever 25 15 

biker mice from mars 20 10 austral ian rugby 28 15 20 bomberman 2 18 9 
batman returns 10 5 7 bomberman 3 30 18 
batman forever 27 15 20 clayfighter 2 25 15 
body count 13 6 9 desert fighter 16 7 
boogerman 17 8 12 desert strike 16 7 
brian Iara cricket 27 15 20 If you are selling games, simply send donkey kong 25 13 
brutal paws of fury 17 8 12 them to us with your name, address donkey kong 2 30 20 

doom 30 18 
bubsy 2 15 7 11 and phone number and a list of all ~~~li0!orm jim 

20 10 
cannon fodder 22 10 15 the cartridges with the buy back 25 15 
castle of illusion 10 5 7 prices you are selling at. If you are earthworm Jim 2 30 18 
castlevania 12 5 8 empire str ikes back 23 12 
clayfighter 23 12 17 unsure of the value then call. fifa 96 30 20 
cliffhanger 12 6 8 ghou l patrol 15 7 

give 'n' go 30 18 
cool spot 15 7 11 mt. s. s. oeluxe 30 20 
comix zone 28 18 22 judge dredd 25 15 
d duck-mavi mallard 30 20 24 1ungle book 25 15 
desert strike 14 7 10 k~i7~)~~!;:~~ 27 16 
dragon 15 7 11 25 15 
dragons revenge 15 7 11 lemmings 2 20 10 

If you are buying or trading against l ion k ing 25 15 
dune 2 24 13 18 mario kart 22 12 
earthworm jim 2 30 17 24 games, please call for availability mario paint 23 13 
ecco the dolphin 13 6 9 before sending cheques. maximum carnage 20 10 
eternal champions 13 6 9 List the games you are trading along ~fcre;~na~ia 17 8 

:: ~~:rJ champ 
20 10 13 18 9 
24 13 18 with their trade-in prices as well as micro mach ines 20 10 

the games you are purchasing with mortal kombat 2 17 8 fll 7 night storm 15 7 11 mortal kombat 3 30 20 
fata l fury 12 6 8 their prices. Do not forget to add nba jam tou r 25 15 
fever pitch 23 12 17 carriage (see below) 

grJafiolf 20 10 
fifa '96 27 15 21 18 9 
flink 20 10 15 pocky & rocky 2 20 10 
flintstones 14 7 10 powerdrive 22 12 

gauntlet 4 15 7 11 power rangers 22 12 
primal rage 27 17 

general chaos 15 7 11 ii iii putty squad 22 12 
global glad iators 10 5 7 ;r:~f f~!r~~~ 25 15 
greatest heavyweights 17 8 12 actua golf 30 20 24 12 6 
gunstar heroes 17 8 12 actua soccer 30 20 24 rock & roll racing 24 14 
incredible hulk 12 6 8 =~iiri~;! 28 17 21 secret of mana 23 12 
james pond 3 13 6 9 30 20 24 sen. soccer ltd 22 12 

jimmy white snooker 20 10 15 8'ber speedway 22 10 15 shadowrun 22 12 
30 20 24 smash tennis 15 7 

john madden '96 30 20 24 defcom 5 28 17 21 street racer 17 8 
judge dredd 27 16 20 destruction derby 30 20 24 striker 12 6 
jungle book 26 15 20 discworld 28 17 22 sunset riders 18 9 
jungle strike 15 7 10 doom 30 20 24 ~na1~~~~ 22 12 
jurassic park 15 7 11 extreme games 28 17 21 18 9 

fifa 96 27 15 20 theme park 28 16 kawasaki superbikes 24 12 18 firestorm 30 20 24 turtles tourn fighters 17 8 
kick off 3 17 8 12 goal storm 28 17 22 unirally 17 8 
landstalker 28 15 20 Johnny bazookatone 28 17 21 urban strike 30 20 
lemmings ·15 7 11 iumr,ing flash 26 15 20 wolfenstein 20 10 
lemmings 2 17 8 12 k~~at' t~t~it1ood 

30 20 24 wwf arcade 30 20 
lion k ing 23 12 17 23 12 15 wwf royal rumble 20 10 

krazy ivan 30 20 24 yoshis island 30 20 lotus 2 recs 13 6 9 lemmings 3d 27 15 21 zombies 18 9 

;:;ac~~trman 
17 8 12 loaded 30 18 22 zoop 23 13 
23 12 17 lone soldier 20 10 15 

mega games 3 13 6 9 mortal kombat Ill 30 20 24 
mega turrican 15 7 11 nba jam 26 15 20 

novastorm 26 15 20 mickey mania 17 8 12 parodius 28 17 21 ii micro machines 2 20 10 14 pga '96 30 20 24 
micro machines '96 28 16 22 ra,den 26 15 20 bug 25 15 
mortal kombat 15 7 11 rapid reload 26 15 20 clockwork knight 2 28 17 
mortal kombat 2 21 10 14 ~rJ;ar~cer 27 15 21 

~rytona 22 10 
mortal kombat 3 30 20 23 28 17 21 30 20 revolution x 30 20 24 
nba live '96 30 20 24 starblade alpha 28 17 21 fifa '96 30 20 
nba showdown 15 7 11 striker 20 10 15 firestorm 30 20 

nba tournament 25 15 18 tekken 30 20 24 hang on 28 17 
hi octane 27 15 

nhl '95 20 10 15 [~;~ ~!e~k 
30 20 24 johnny bazookatone 28 17 25 15 17 nhl '96 27 15 20 total eclipse 26 15 20 mk2 30 20 

pete sampras '96 27 15 20 total nba 30 20 24 myst . 25 15 
pga european tour 18 9 13 twisted metal 30 20 24 :;'J~~:rd interceptor 

30 20 

pga 3 23 13 17 warhawk 28 17 21 30 20 

~~!~ia~y star IV 
30 18 23 Wi?WUI 28 17 21 panze_r dragoon 20 10 

parod ,us 30 20 
32 20 25 world cup golf 28 17 21 rayman 30 20 worms 28 17 21 

pitfall 20 10 • 15 wwf 28 17 21 real pinball 27 15 
powerdrive 24 14 19 xcom 28 17 21 robotica 27 15 

sega rally 32 20 power rangers 28 15 22 zero div ide 28 17 21 shmobi x 28 17 
premier manager 28 15 20 ed i ~~,;!\ark 

30 20 
primal rage 25 14 18 30 20 
psycho pinball 22 11 15 do ~-i~t~e;toxing 

20 10 
road rash 12 6 8 30 20 
road rash 2 17 8 12 ~l~~= fi~~ter 2 

30 20 
30 20 

road rash 3 22 12 17 v,rtua racing 28 17 
sensible soccer 20 10 15 worms 28 17 
sensible soccer inter 22 12 17 
shining force 25 15 20 • 
shining force 2 27 15 21 1 If you wish to buy a used game 
shining in darkness 16 8 12 

om us, this is the price you will pay son ic 3 23 12 15 
sparkster 16 8 12 .. 
spot hollywood 30 20 24 ol nu If you are selling a game for cash stargate 15 7 11 
streets of rage 3 23 12 17 1s is the amount you will receive from us. striker 26 15 20 
subterrania 15 7 11 

Cij •• 
sunset riders 18 9 13 111 If you are trading your game 
supermonaco 2 12 6 8 
super SF2 27 15 22 ainst another (new or used), this is the amount 
synd icate 20 10 15 
theme park 27 15 20 which your game is worth off the price. 
t iny toons 15 7 11 
t iny loons - allstars 18 9 13 

send your game/orders to: turtles tourn f ighters 17 8 12 
urban strike 17 8 12 

28 17 21 

GAMESTATION 32 20 24 
27 15 21 
12 6 8 
30 20 24 

107 Kirkgate, Leeds LSI 6DP 20 10 15 
22 12 17 
15 7 11 

•mlJ Tel: 0113 246 9335 l!Jm• 15 7 11 

Please include a handling charge of £1.50 for the first game and SOp per game thereafter. 
Allow 14 days for delivery. We strongly advise you to use registered or recorded delivery as we cannot 
accept liabi lity for games lost in the post. All our games are guaranteed to be in good working order. 

Any fau lty games sold to us wil l be returned at your expense. All prices correct at time of going to press 
and are subject to change without prior notice. We reserve the right to refuse any sale/purchase. 
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viewpoint 

Express yourself in Edge. Write to: Edge letters, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW 

s the launch of the 
Nintendo 64 
approaches, I see this 

machine as the gamesplayer's 
saviour. Having owned both 
Saturn and PlayStation I've been 
disappointed by the games, which 
have little depth to them. 

I remember getting a Super 
Famicom when it was launched 
with F-Zero. This game excited 
me more than anything I had 
seen before, and if Nintendo can 
release two great titles with the 
launch of N64 they will repeat 
the success of the SFC. Luckily 
for them they have Mr Miyamoto 
- he will be a key player in 
Nintendo's success. 

One last point - look out for 
the crazy import prices when the 
Nintendo 64 arrives - I paid 
£650 for an imported Saturn. 
Never again. 

M Docherty, 
Sunderland 

Nintendo's in-house 
development resources are 
perhaps its biggest strength, and 
it is naturally easier to put faith 
in it delivering triple-A software 
titles than any other software 
manufacturer. Which bodes well 
for Nintendo64's chances, of 
course. What might be a 
problem is maintaining a steady 
supply of releases. Nintendo's in
house quality control is 
notoriously stringent - making 
for delays at best and 
cancellations at worst - and lack 
of software choice might deter a 
certain sector of consumers 
from buying the machine. 

Regarding 'crazy import 

Take a look at the movies. 

M Docherty thinks N64's fertile llneup, such as Pllotwlngs 64 (above), 
will save vldeopming from a slew of unoriginal coin-op conversions 

Do you give Gary Kurtz the 
credit for Star Wars? No, it goes 
to George Lucas. Do you give 
Gale Anne Hurd the credit for 
Terminator? No, it goes to James 
Cameron, the director. Etc. So 
why do you give Shigeru 
Miyamoto the credit for all of 
Nintendo's games? In your latest 
interview he said himself that he 
is working on ten projects at 
once. Ten projects a year would 
mean he could spend no more 
than five weeks per project. 
Most videogames take 500 or 
more man weeks to complete -
if Mr Miyamoto can only spend 
five out of a total 500, that, to 
me, points to other people as 
having more to do with the 
quality, design and 

prices', the situation will 
continue so long as there are 
gamers out there committed to 
buying the very latest kit. The 
import climate is completely 
market-driven, and ultimately 
you have the likes of yourself to 
thank for machines arriving with 
the accompaniment of 
unpleasantly weighty 
price tags. 

am sick and tired of 
hearing about Shigeru 
Miyamoto! When will 

the press wake up and realise he 
is a producer! He is not a games 
designer, an artist, or a 
programmer. He is a producer, 
yet the press, time and time 
again, gives him the credit for 
nearly all of Nintendo's success. Is Shlgeru Miyamoto the genius Edge portrays him as? Gregg Tavares 

thinks, rather, he Is a man in charge of unsung programming heroes 



implementation of those titles. 
How about giving the teams 

the credit they deserve. If we 
were to follow the movie model, 
Yoshi's Island was directed by 
Takashi Tezuka, Toshihiko 
Nakago, Shigesumi Hino and 
Hideki Konno. Zelda Ill was 
directed by Takashi Tezuka also. 
Star Fox was directed by Katsuka 
Eguchi and Mario Kart was 
directed by T adashi Sugiyama and 
Hideki Konno. 

Mr Miyamoto is an awesome 
producer, there is little doubt 
about that. No other game 
producer has as many hit titles, 
but a producer is not the 
creative force behind a game. 
Those people are the designers, 
artists, programmers and 
musicians that make the game. 

Please interview those 
people. Please give credit where 
credit is due. There is nothing 
more upsetting than to have 
someone else take credit for 
your work. Many good people 
have left companies simply 
because others in the same 
company were getting credit for 
their work. 

Gregg Tavares, 
greggt@sieben.com 

Perhaps Gale Ann Hurd and the 
others you mention would be as 
well known in their field as 
Shigero Miyamoto if they had 
contributed to as many 
incredibly successful projects. 
But that's irrelevant: Shigeru 
Miyamoto's first dabblings with 
videogames at Nintendo involved 
design - he conceived Mario 
when he created Donkey Kong in 
1981 and he has held a designing 
role in projects since. 

In more recent years his 
involvement has become less 
hands-on than it was in the days 
of titles like Super Mario Bros., 
and his experience and talent has 
been recognised by his 
progression within Nintendo's 
internal hierarchy. 

Nintendo is aware that the 
association of the Miyamoto 
name with any of its games is an 
immediate credibility boost for 
the title in question, regardless of 
the actual level of input he offers, 
so it's little surprise he has been 
assigned a production capacity 
on ten Nintendo64 releases. 

There are unsung heroes 
working in every industry, and 
Edge already has firm plans to 
delve deeper into Nintendo's 
organisation when the ~ 
Nintendo 64 launches. L--==:J 

eing the owner of a 
PlayStation RGB SCART 
cable I am now able to 

enjoy the incredible benefit of 
playing Japanese/US-sourced 
games in 60 glorious Hz courtesy 
of the non-damaging CD audio 
swap-over trick. 

Judging by the demand for 
these cables, I'm not the only 
one who doesn't like squashy, 
slow games. As the actual game 
code only occupies a tiny 
percentage of a CD, why don't 
Sony release the NTSC 
'un-optimised' original version of 
a game on the same disc as the 
PAL version? 

specifically with the UK's 
625-line television standard in 
mind, which should go part way 
to addressing the 'squashed 
screen' dilemma that many 
PlayStation owners are ~ 
currently having to bare. L--==:J 

ext generation - shmext 
generation. When was 
the last time you played 

a game so good that everything 
else in life became an annoying 
distraction? When did you last 
look at your watch a few hours 
into a game and realise an entire 
day had slipped by? Huge 

James Stopps says next generation games are tedious piffle. But will 
he change his opinion once titles like Final Fantasy VII (above) appear? 

A few deft/daft key presses 
during the boot-up sequence 
could instruct PlayStation to 
boot from a different section of 
disc containing the 60Hz code. 

Come on Sony, give us the 
chance and the choice to play full 
size, full speed games as they 
should be. You never know, it 
may even put a few of those grey 
importers out of business if the 
official European release of Ridge 
Racer Revolution can be played 
at 60Hz. 

Clive Sewell, 
cps@biw.co.uk 

There's no technical reason why 
SOHz and 60Hz versions could 
not be supplied on the same disk 
(providing there's enough space, 
obviously) - it's ultimately a 
question of Sony policy and it 
doesn't look likely to change. 
Having said that, however, Edge 
understands that at one point a 
'two-in-one' format was 
considered for Wipeout but the 
plan was scrapped. 

A number of games are 
currently being written 

advances have been made 
recently in gaming technology, 
but what have we game fans got 
to show for it? Okay, we now 
have faithful console versions of 
state-of-the-art coin-ops: Ridge 
Racer, Tekken , Sega Rally, VF2 . All 
are technically impressive and 
visually stunning, and not 
something I thought I'd see on 
my TV set for a while. But after a 
few hours they lose their appeal. 
In fact, I've yet to play a next 
generation game for more than a 
day (whereas Yoshi's Island on my 
humble SNES kept me happy for 
three weeks). 

With Sega and Sony 
seemingly oblivious to what 
makes a good console title, and 
Nintendo constantly pushing 
back the release date for its new 
machine, I'm afraid to say I think 
1996 looks to be a pretty barren 
year in terms of games. Wake 
me up in 1997. 

James Stopps, · 
Hatch Warren, Basingstoke 

The titles you mention do not 
represent a fair appraisal of 32bit 

viewpoint 

console gaming. Because they 
were originally designed as 
coin-ops they're ideally suited to 
playing for around a few hours at 
a time and do not even attempt 
to deliver the same kind of 
experience offered by a 
Nintendo title like Yoshi's Island. 
Which isn't to say they're 
inferior games, just different -
there are thousands of gamers 
who would find an afternoon 
with a 'quick turnaround' title 
like VF2 infinitely more 
preferable to one spent playing a 
drawn-out Nintendo game. 

It's certainly true that 
originality is currently scarce in 
32bit games, with the most 
popular titles (Doom, Street 
Fighter Alpha, etc) proving to 
be conversions from other 
formats. Original, machine
specific games are being 
produced, of course - especially 
in Japan - and the likes of Final 
Fantasy VII (PlayStation) and Dark 
Saviour (Saturn) are the sort of 
titles you 'll be looking for as a fan 
of absorbing, immersive games. 
You'll just have to wait ~ 
for them . . . 

layability is a quality 
often associated with 
16bit console games like 

the Mario series. In some 
respects those are fine games, 
but personally I find them, and 
almost all 16bit console games, 
very boring. What these 
machines are missing are games 
which create a believable world 
with computer-controlled 
characters which also act when 
not in the vicinity of the player. 

It has always been possible to 
make games with such qualities 
but there have been far too few 
of them. To some degree, 
Defender can be held as a prime 
example - the scrolling is player
controlled and the aliens not 
only move when out of the 
screen, they are actually acting 
(capturing humans). 

To me, qualities like these -
not the size of the game world -
are essential for the depth of a 
game. Without them, the illusion 
of being part of another reality is 
shattered, despite all efforts in 
other areas of game design. 

Good examples of these 
. qualities are found in some 8bit 
computer games, like Argus 
Press' The Detective for the C64 
and Ocean's The Great Escape. 
Both these games have a rather 
limited playing area which, 
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considering the capacity of those 
machines, was necessary. 
However, this may add to the 
atmosphere. Isolated hotels, 
running trains, islands and 
spaceships light years away from 
home - they all provide ideal 
settings for atmospheric dramas. 

Many early adventures did, to 
some extent, succeed in giving 
the impression of living 
characters - lnfocom's games 
and Melbourne House's classic, 
The Hobbit, whose sole merit 
(well almost) was the computer
controlled characters with whom 
you could interact. For the 16bit 
computers, Millennium's Robin 
Hood deserves a mention. 
Thanks to the successfully made
up miniature world it could be 
played in many ways. 

Too many games compensate 
in this area. To me, a game is 
ruined if a computer-controlled 
character freezes when not in 
the area of the player. The 
suspense of knowing things 
happen out of view gives the 
time dimension a totally new 
role in game playing (well 
illustrated by Magnetic Scrolls' 
text adventure, Corruption). This 
allows for many new ways of 
problem construction far away 
from the ordinary and tedious 
'where to use an object'. 

So far the 32bit consoles 
have been a huge 
disappointment, with few, if any, 
games with the qualities 
described. The racing games, 
though, have been superb, but 
why-oh-why do the computer
controlled vehicles not run 
independently and why do they 
continue racing after having 
finished the set number of laps? 

These qualities are, in a way, 
intimately dependent of 
processor speed and artificial 
intelligence, but neither has to be 
very high to provide a good 
impression by today's standard. I, 
myself, have a lot of ideas which 
could easily be realised on an 
8bit computer, and in my opinion 
those games would be miles 
ahead of most existing titles. 

Anders Hansson, 
Lund, Sweden 

You make some fair points. 
Artificial intelligence is certainly 
an area of videogame design 
which deserves attention, and 
there will undoubtedly be 
significant advances made in the 
next few years to make game 
environments more convincing 
and believable. At present, 

however, the processing power 
offered by 32bit formats is 
typically spent first on creating 
the visual components of the 
game equation, with aspects such 
as believability of the game world 
an afterthought. 

As you correctly note, 
hardware capability is a limiting 
factor, and your wishes are 
rather pie in the sky at present -
a version of Zelda Ill, with every 
game character behaving 
independently in the manner you 
suggest, for example, is far from 
a practical coding scenario. 

There's also the argument 
which suggests games are not 
meant to mirror real life: they 
are games, just another ~ 
form of entertainment. 

dge's almost unqualified 
support for Sony's 
PlayStation is, if not 

misplaced, highly amusing. The 
computer press has a tendency 
to back the wrong horse simply 
because magazines form part of 
the 'hype machine' that heralds 
the launch of a new system. 

The now defunct New 
Computer Express predicted 
success for the Amstrad 
GX4000. Even the usually 
conservative American 
Electronic Gaming Monthly 
stated about 3DO, ' .. . with the 
backing of powerful groups such 
as Time Warner Interactive and 
Matsushita it will succeed.' Edge 
itself even claimed Sony may 
replace Nintendo as the world's 
number one videogames 
company (I think not). 

Sony's track record is highly 
questionable. The Betamax 
comparison is hardly fair but 
what about Sony's handling and 
launch of its recent MiniDisc 
product? After a couple of 
weeks, Sony seemed to have lost 
interest. Even Sony's own high 
street stores no longer stock 
MiniDisc product. 

Sega have a combined global 
Saturn userbase which is greater 
than Play-Station's. Sega exist 
because, arguably, they make the 
best arcade videogames in the 
world. Conversely, Nintendo are 
huge because they make the best 
home videogames in the world. 
Can Sony maintain a market 
without the infamous hardware 
leapfrogging made by 3DO? 

Sega's alliance-to-be with 
Panasonic may or may not work 
but Sony's former 'alliance' with 
Nintendo didn't. If, however, 

Sega concentrated on their 
arcade division and licensed their 
games to Nintendo for its 64bit 
machine, consumers would have 
an unbeatable combination of the 
best arcade and home 
videogames in the world. 

Anon, 
Leicester 

The PlayStation's success (as 
demonstrated by worldwide 
retail sales in excess of $2 
billion) hardly makes Edge's 
support of the format 
'unqualified'. The machine has, in 
just about every area, performed 
as well as was predicted. 

To attempt to draw parallels 
between Sony's machine and the 
GX4000 is simply ridiculous, but 
your point about the MiniDisc 
system has worth - while it has 
enjoyed some success in the 
States, it has indeed bombed in 
this country. Comparisons to 
PlayStation cannot be fairly 
drawn, however - Sony's entry 
into the videogames market has 
been branded its most important 
product since the Walkman, 
currently commanding more 
support than any other in its 
hardware catalogue. 

Sony must now encourage 
original software for the format 
in order to compete with 
Nintendo when N64 
finally launches. 

would like to put 
forward a 
recommendation 

concerning Daytona USA. Sega's 
current batch of Saturn titles -

Virtua Fighter 2, Sego Rally, and 
Thunderstorm 2 have all proved 
the power of Saturn, so I think 
the company should seriously 
consider reprogramming Daytona 
USA as a Remix version. This has 
done wonders for Virtua Fighter, 
so why not Daytona? The original 
Daytona was a shabby 
conversion, and was the reason 
why a lot of people opted for 
PlayStation over Saturn. During 
the conflict between the two 
companies Sega decided to 
release their machine early, an 
advantage until the arrival of 
Ridge Racer and Wipeout, two 
titles to wipe the smiles off 

- Saturn owners. 
It is now clear that Sega 

rushed the conversion of 
Daytona for the sake of early 
consumers. What the company 
didn't consider was the long
term effect it would have on the 
company. If Sega has enough 
disposable income to reconvert 
Virtua Fighter to a Remix, why 
not Daytona? Add Sega's new 
SGL for overall improvement for 
games and it's all the more 
reason why the company should 
consider it. 

I'm sure there are lots of 
Saturn owners waiting for this to 
happen, and considering Saturn 
only has one decent racing game 
to its library (Sego Rally) it would 
fill a big gap. 

S WTsang, 
Weat Midlands, Coventry 

It's unfair to say Saturn has just 
one good racing game but, yes, a 
'proper' conversion of Daytona 
USA would be very welcome. 

Now Sega has proved Saturn is capable of 3D games to rival 
PlayStation, why don't Sega 'remix' Daytona USA, asks S W Tsang 



Edge's critical review of Ridge Racer Revolution was inconsistent with 
its complimentary comments about VF Remix, claims Robbie Moss 

Sega is looking into such a 
project at present, although if a 
new game appears it won't 
merely be a better conversion 
than the original but a fully 
fledged update with extra 
features including a ~ 

selection of new tracks. LS 

n E29 I read your review 
of Ridge Racer Revolution 
in which you criticised 

Namco for basically releasing the 
same game as Ridge Racer except 
for a few new features (two 
player link-up, reduced clipping 
and 'pop-up', a rear view mirror, 
etc). I agree with the review and 
rating in that Revolution should 
have been more of an 
improvement on Ridge (like Sego 
Rally over Daytona USA) and not 
a stop-gap before Rave Racer. 

It is a pity, then, that your 
reviews are not consistent. 
When Virtua Fighter Remix was 
reviewed in E24, the reviewer 
obviously judged it as a game in 
its own right (and not just VF 
with texture-mapping), whereas 
it seems Ridge Racer Remix (as 
labelled in the accompanying 
screen shots) was treated as 
nothing more than an update. 

This isn't a tired old Saturn vs 
PlayStation letter, but surely 
both games should have been 
reviewed from the same 
viewpoint? Inconsistent reviewing 
is not a regular criticism of 
Edge, but in this case I feel an 
explanation is required to clear 
up this confusion. 

Robbie Moss, 
Kirkby, Merseyside 

that Remix was never billed as 
anything more than that, with a 
price to reflect this, too. Ridge 
Racer Revolution promised so 
much more than it delivered, and 
was never marketed as anything 
but the next step beyond Ridge 
Racer, in both graphics and 
gameplay. The reality, of course, 
is that a year after PlayStation 
and Saturn's launch Namco could 
only produce a similar version to 
the original, whereas Sega 
surpassed Virtua Fighter with VF2 
and Daytona with Sego Rally. 
True, the early Sega games may 
not have compared favourably 
with Namco's original PlayStation 
lineup, but the reviews of the 
time reflected that accurately, 
as did the reviews of the ~ 
later titles. LS 

paradox exists in the 
videogaming world - the 
better the game, the 

more addictive it is, and the 
more likely you are to play 
through it within a few days. The 
amount of continues offered by 
many new releases is ludicrous -
you try to be disciplined, but the 
temptation is just too great. 

Surely with the advent of 
polygonised gaming 
environments, rendered on the 
fly, the inclusion of an optional 
randomly-generated version of a 
game would give a title almost 
limitless longevity and provide 
much better value for money. 
Difficulty levels shouldn't just 
mean more enemies throwing 
more bombs. I'm no 
programmer, but I can't believe 
that it would be too difficult to 
make games truly random - I 
mean what's the point of having a 
game like Virtua Cop rendering in 
realtime if it is basically 
conforming to a prerended set of 
parameters? Just think how much 
more challenging it would be if 
you never knew where the next 
bad guy was coming from! 

If publishers think consumers 
will not buy their next title 
because they are still getting 
enjoyment out of their last, then 
I think they are seriously 
misjudging the gaming 
community. 

David Steer, 
London 

Many modern videogames, for 
their price, offer little in terms of 

viewpoint 

longevity - thanks to the number 
of continues offered, Edge 
managed to complete Virtua Cop 
within two hours. Whether 
randomly-generated landscapes 
would add anything to a game is 
debatable, however. 

There are few games in 
history which use randomly
generated landscapes. Mike 
Richardson's Scuba Dive on the 
Spectrum, and David Braben's 
Virus on 16bit both created 
scenery on the fly, but it was the 
actual gameplay that made the 
games special, not the additional 
extras. Would Virtua Cop, which, 
incidentally, streams all the 
scenery from CD and therefore 
is automatically constrained by 
those factors , be any better if the 
baddies appeared from the left 
when you were expecting them 
from the right? On the contrary, 
this would probably irritate more 
than impress. 

To actually create a landscape 
that is truly interactive and 
satisfies all the requirements 
made by modern videogames is 
far from easy. Not only must 
algorithms be written that enable 
all areas of a landscape to be 
accessible, but objects, puzzles, 
traps, etc, have to be strategically 
placed within this computer
generated world to add to the 
gameplay. Could Super Mario 64, 
with its delicate balance between 
gameplay and exploration, cope 
in such an environment? Of 
course not - it takes human 
creativity to sculpt such ~ 
an intricate world. LS 

The fundamental difference 
between RRR and VF Remix is Modern videogames fail to deliver anything close to value for money, says David Steer. The answer, he 

suggests, is to write algorithms that create a randomly-generated world for each game, but how easy is that? 
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